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A fresh idea: USD's weekly farmers' market

PeaceMaker

VICTORIA FANTOZZI

fights for

STAFF WRITFR

The University of San Diego
is taking a step in the healthier di
rection with the new Tu Mercado
Farmers' Market.
"We are able to purchase
produce from the farmers' market
to retail in Tu Mercado and use
in the menus in Pavilion Dining.
The student community needs to
know that when they purchase
produce from Tu Mercado or
when they see vegetables in their
meal in Pavilion, there is a good
chance it is a farmers' market
product," said Tu Mercado Man
ager Charles Ramos.
The market, which debuted
on Sept. 9, is part of USD Dining
Services' plan to offer fresh and
healthy foods grown with little
negative impact on the environ
ment. All produce sold at the
market is organic, including
fresh-grown fruits and vegetables.
It is held every Wednesday from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the
University Center and the Student
Life Pavilion.
The farmers' market is not a
new concept for USD. In previous
years, markets have been offered
on campus during Earth Day
festivities. However, this year
the decision was made to imple
ment a weekly market to support
local farmers and give the USD
community access to great local
produce.
The goal was not to provide
numerous vendors, but to provide

a few that cover a broad spectrum
of items. Currently, there are four
vendors.
Sage Mountain is a Certified
Organic Family Farm located 20
miles outside of Temecula in the
desert that uses only the purest,
cleanest and natural well water
and healthy organic processes.
Smit Orchards is a family
owned organic farm known for
their wide range of apples, white
and yellow flesh peaches and nec
tarines, apricots, table grapes and
cherries.
Suzie's Farm is an Organic
San Diego Family Farm that
"grows real food for real people
in a traditional way."
"Our company offers over
80 different varieties of sprouts,
micro greens, edible flowers and
vegetables on any given market
day," Lucila de Alejandro from
Suzie's Farm said. "All of our
products are grown south of Im
perial Beach, in land that we lease
from the County in Border Field
State Park."
Dramm & Echter Farms
Flowers is also among the pro
duce vendors.
In addition to the produce
vendors, there are two food ven
dors, Umoja Vegan Galore and
Egyptian Delights.
According to Ramos, the
idea of a farmers' market has
always been high on USD Dining
Services' priority list.
"A farmers' market is
definitely something we always
wanted to do and I think it was

equality in
Phillipines
JESSICA TISHUE
STAFF WRITFR

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Vendors display fresh produce each week at the farmer's market

just a timing thing now that we
have the SLP," he said.
The response from students
has been reported as positive.
"The students think the product is

beautiful," de Alejandro said.
The vendors aciept cash only
and will be selling products every
Wednesday that school is in ses
sion.

Berlin wall inspires artwork on display at Copley
MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITFR

The "Wall," a fine art exhibi
tion commemorating the 20th An
niversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall is scheduled to be exhibited
at USD. It is sponsored by both
Copley Library and the Depart
ment of Languages & Literature.
Curator and USD alumnus
Samir Chala said the strength of
the exhibit is "in expressing some
of the darkness of that period, but
also in highlighting the good that
came out of the destruction of the
wall and the prosperity of unified
Germany."
As Berlin celebrates a "year
of remembrance" honoring those
who helped tear the wall down,
the "Wall" exhibition will show
case a variety of artwork. This
will include paintings, photogra
phy and poetry - all of which were
created in response to the fall of
the Berlin Wall 20 years ago.
The eight international art
ists featured in his exhibit are O.
Yordanov, Morgan Derrick Mia,
Shon Kim, Jacob Susko, Jerrell
Conner, Brittni Cute and Anthony
Santos. All of these artists come

COURTESY MORGAN DERRICK MIA

"Ten Green Bottles" is a back-lit film by artist Morgan Derrick Mia.

from diverse backgrounds, rep
resenting regions from South
Korea to our own San Diego.
Nevertheless, their common
ground lies in their passion to
relate the pain and suffering of
the Germans who lived in Berlin
during the Cold War through

their art.
The "Wall" exhibit's origi
nal form incorporated music as
well as the above fine arts listed.
Steven Gurevitz, a London-based
music producer and writer, in col
laboration with another writer,
Jay Pulenthira, created music for

the exhibit that embedded past
speeches of Winston Churchill,
President Obama's last speech
to Germany, as well as recent
interviews of German citizens
who lived in Berlin before the
wall came down and now live in
London.
However, since the "Wall"
is being shown in a library, the
music element had to be taken
out. The Gurevitz and Pulenthria
music can still be heard at gal
lery withoutborders.org and will
be available for download on
iTunes as well.
Additionally, the music will
be played at other venues as the
"Wall" exhibition will be travel
ing to UCSD and other locations
to celebrate this historic event.
The exhibit was organized
by Gallery Without Borders, a
subsidiary of KIN Agency for the
Arts. In regards to KIN Agency
for the Arts. Chala said they "be
lieve in creating a strong global
art community to help lessen the
impact of poverty worldwide
through art, education and out
reach."
See WALL, page 3

"It's our duty, our respon
sibility, to transfer the peace
generation,"
said
woman
PeaceMaker Liza Llesis Saway,
of Mindanao, Phillippines,
during a presentation at the
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace
and Justice.
On Oct. 15, Saway, an
indigenous peacemaker headto-toe in a red and white dress,
decorated in beaded necklaces
and bangles, spoke about her
fight for the rights of her people
to resolve disputes amongst
themselves, free from govern
ment involvement.
Saway, council member
of the Mindanao Peoples
Caucus, a group of indigenous
leaders who institute peaceful
resolutions to armed conflicts,
believes we are all "God's cre
ation," she said.
Her work in Mindanao,
a province where Christians,
Muslims and indigenous people
co-exist, is based upon "the un
derstanding of the harmonious
relationships of plants, animals,
human being[s] and the spirits,"
Saway said.
Creator
of
Talaandig
Mothers for Peace, Saway has
empowered other Mindanao
woman to take charge, which
led to the equality of women in
decision-making amongst the
Mindanao tribe. Saway's peace
efforts are based on her "do or
die mentality," she said.
Also initiated by Saway
was the creation of the Talaan
dig School for Living Tradi
tions in Bukidnon Province.
The school focuses on the pres
ervation of Mindanao tradition
by teaching children rituals of
art, dance and music.
Saway's bracelets chimed
together as she thumped her
camel-skin bongo, part of a
presentation of a customary cel
ebration of a peace pact, during
her presentation in the IPJ.
Various forms of art, im
portant to the Mindanao tribe,
were shared with USD audience
members, and explained that
the red in her tribal dress sym
bolizes expert status amongst
the Mindanao community.
Saway parted ways by of
fering a necklace, beaded with
the names of all the people who
made the PeaceMaker program
possible at the IPJ.
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Word of the Week:

Thanksgiving
I've said it before and I'll
say it again: nothing has the
ability to enhance my feelings
of gratitude like a gravy-soaked
slice of Thanksgiving turkey.
Still, 1 wonder if I would
love my favorite holiday just
a little bit more if I lived in a
place with cold weather.
Each fall as the air grows
almost-crisp in sunny San
Diego I imagine that someone
somewhere is experiencing a
true change of seasons, watch
ing leaves turn and dry as winter
encroaches on the land.
Do these people enjoy a hot
Thanksgiving meal more than
me? I'm determined to find out
someday.
There's no denying the
feelings of giddiness and joy
inspired by a well-arranged
holiday meal. The scent of hot
gravy tantalizes the nostrils
while a colorful palette of red
cranberry sauce and fresh green
vegetables treats the eyes.
After dinner, a short nap is
pleasantly disturbed when mom
pulls her pumpkin pie out of
the oven, filling the house with
that unmistakable spicy-sweet
aroma.
All of this happens indoors
despite the 70 degree breezy
beauty of a San Diego Novem
ber. Maybe it's a tradition held
over from my mom's childhood
in Michigan, or maybe it's
because my dad hasn't gotten
around to purchasing that patio
furniture just yet. Whatever the
reason, we always eat inside.
I suspect it helps us pretend
we're celebrating Thanksgiving
in the way it was originally in
tended - on a cold day.
I have to admit that some
meals taste better when it's cold
outside. On those rare, precious
days when this city becomes
cold no joy surpasses a steamy
bowl of soup, or better yet a
Crock-Pot full of homemade
stew.
It makes me wonder - do
people in colder climates have
more fun eating than me? If so,
I'm definitely jealous.
I've been plotting for the
past few weeks and I'm fairly
certain I can manage to ex
perience a true cold-weather
Thanksgiving some time in the
next few years.
I have cousins in the East
and Midwest who might take
me in, and I have a strong feel
ing my life's journey will take
me to a part of the country with
real seasons soon after gradua
tion.
I'm impatient to test my
hypothesis and find out once
and for all whether cold weather
makes people more thankful for
their holiday meals. I think find
ing an answer to this frivolous
question will give me an incred
ible feeling of satisfaction.
Unfortunately,
I
can't
afford a trip to one of those cold
states any time soon. It's too bad
those November airfares are so
darn steep. I guess I'll have to
keep pondering the possibilities
of cold-weather Thanksgiving
for now.

1793 After more than
two centuries as a royal
palace, the Louvre is
opened as a public
museum in Paris by the
French revolutionary
government.

1965 The biggest
power failure in U.S.
history occurs when a
malfunctioning trans
mission line creates
tN blackouts in all of New
York state and eastern
Canada.

to

1946 The Exchange Na
tional Bank of Chicago, 111.,
institutes the first drive-in
banking service in America.

in

1949 On this day in New
York City, Caryn Johnson
is born, more commonly
known as the famous actress
Whoopi Goldberg.

1969 The pioneering chil
dren's TV show "Sesame
Street," debuts with its
memorable theme song:
'Can you tell me how to
get/ How to get to Sesame
Street."

1942 The age at which the
U.S. government can draft
citizens for military service
is lowered to 18.

1989 Reporter Nellie Bly
sets off on a record breaking
journey around the world,
completing the trip in 72
days.

1969 Dave Thomas opens
the first Wendy's fast-food
restaurant in Columbus,
Ohio.
Source: History.com

Author speaks on reading and segregation
LINDSAY PRICE
QUEST WRITFR
"This night is special to me
because of the black story
tellers."
On Nov. 5, Sister Helen Prejean, author of Dead Man Walk
ing, came to speak at the Shiley
Theatre at the University of San
Diego. The audience consisted of
students, faculty and members of
the Big Read Foundation.
Numerous speakers from the
Big Read Foundation took the
stage prior to Prejean to discuss the
importance of reading in the com
munity, and the roots of segrega
tion in education. Prejean took the
stage with captivating enthusiasm
as she explained, "The only way
to tell the truth is by story."
Growing up in Baton Rouge,
La. Prejean was a firsthand wit-

ness to segregation and discrimi
nation in the South. She examined
the contradictions she faced as a
child between her religious beliefs
of equality, and the racial perspec
tive that was imposed on society.
She realized that the "one body of
Christ" was a contradiction to her
reality of separation and inequal
ity. She believed that, "we're all
just human beings together, and
that is our precious identity."
Prejean explained that racial
perspectives in society are reliant
on three pillars: religion, science
and economics. She expressed
the importance of taking action
in the community in order to see
change.
Making references to the
great civil rights leaders such as
Martin Luther King Jr. and Rosa
Parks, she tried to get the point
across that, "the path is made by
walking, and by getting involved,

you're taking a step."
In regards to religion in so
ciety, she comically stated, "We
make Jesus into a French poodle
with a rhinestone collar, but Jesus
was a radical!"
When the topic of the death
penalty was addressed, Prejean
spoke of her unforgettable experi
ence with a death row inmate. She
described that her initial thoughts
upon meeting the inmate were
horror, outrage and guilt, and she
comically added that, "We nuns,
we ain't social workers."
She said she clearly remem
bers the day that she received a
letter back from the inmate as she
vividly described seeing "70712death row," labeled on the enve
lope. She locked eyes with the
audience, then humorously stated,
"the problem is, the man wrote
back."
While building a relation-

ship with the man for two and a
half years, she "never dreamed of
being in the execution room with
him." She shared the experience of
watching him die, and mentioned
that "the only way to watch some
one die is with your mind and your
watch." The gripping story was
published into a book and later
made into a movie starring Susan
Sarandon and Sean Penn.
Prejean delivered a passionate
and gripping speech to inform on
racial perspectives and to divert
people from the death penalty. She
directly questioned the audience,
"All industrialized countries do
away with the death penalty, why
can't we?"
Prejean concluded by encour
aging the audience to get involved
with the death penalty laws in Cal
ifornia, and to purchase the book
"Dead Man Walking: The Journey
Continues."

NEWS IN BRIEF
NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITFR

U.S. TO HAVE ONE-ON-ONE
TALKS WITH NORTH KOREA
U.S. officials will soon meet
with North Korean representatives
in hopes to resume talks on ending
North Korea's nuclear program,
State Department spokesman PJ.
Crowley announced Tuesday.
The U.S. delegation will be
led by Stephen Bosworth, the
administration's
correspondent
with North Korea. Bosworth will
travel to the North Korean capital
of Pyongyang.
In recent weeks, North Korea
has sought to talk directly with
the United States in what officials
deemed as a possible resumption
of full negotiations over ending
the country's nuclear program.
The "six party" talks on the
program had ceased, but with Bosworth's impending trip to North

Korea, it is possible that new ne
gotiations will resume between the
U.S., North Korea, South Korea,
Japan, Russia and China.
The U.S. is describing Bosworth's trip as a limited diplomatic
venture, and not one intended to
replace fuller negotiations. "From
our standpoint, the purpose will be
to facilitate the early resumption
of the six party talks," Crowley
stated.
BILL CLINTON TO ADDRESS
SENATE DEMOCRATS ON
HEALTHCARE
Former President Bill Clinton
will address the Senate Democrats'
weekly luncheon on Tuesday to
discuss the caucus about health
care.
Democrats in the House of
Representatives approved a health
care bill over the weekend. Clinton
makes his visit at a critical time for
health care in the Senate, and will

be able to deliver his health care
message to Democrats in person.
A constant and recent warning
from Democratic leaders has been
that wavering Democrats must
learn what they say is a lesson of
the Clinton administration: failure
to pass a health care reform bill
will make congressional Demo
crats suffer on Election Day.
If the Senate passes a bill, a
congressional conference com
mittee will merge the House and
Senate proposals into a version that
will require approval from each
chamber and President Obama
before it can be signed into law.
OBAMA CALLS FORT
HOOD KILLINGS
"INCOMPREHENSIBLE"
President Obama spoke to an
estimated 15,000 people at a me
morial service in Fort Hood, Texas
on Tuesday, as he pledged that the
work of those killed in last week's

massacre will go on despite their
"incomprehensible" slayings.
The attack left 13 dead and 42
wounded. Obama told the victims'
family members that although "no
words can fill the void that has
been left, your loved ones endure
through the life of our nation."
After his remarks, the Presi
dent and first lady Michelle Obama
laid a presidential coin in front of
each of the 13 battlefield crosses,
as family members and friends
filed past.
Lt. Gen. Robert Cone said
that Fort Hood Army Post has lost
545 soldiers in the Iraq war, "but
never did we expect to pay such a
high price at home."
The suspected gunman in
the massacre is Maj. Nidal Malik
Hasan, a 39-year-old Army psy
chiatrist who remains in intensive
care at an Army hospital in San
Antonio.
Source: CNN

NEWS
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Nov. 3

Nov. 6

Location: PLAZA DE SAN DIEGO

Location: ALCALA VISTA E. LOT

At 1:07 p.m. a Public Safety dispatcher
observed that a fountain had been vandal
ized while performing surveillance detail.
Upon investigation, an unknown individual
had put soap or detergent in the fountain,
causing it to bubble over. General Services
was contacted immediately to clean the
fountain.

At 12:35 a.m. Public Safety received
a report that one student allegedly battered
another student. This case has been referred
to Student Affairs.

Nov. 4

Location: STUDENT LIFE PAVILION
At 1:56 p.m. Public Safety received a late
theft report. Upon investigation, a student
had left his backpack containing a laptop
and other items unattended and unsecured
in the SLP dining area on Oct. 14 at 7:40
p.m. The student reported the backpack and
laptop missing to DPS on Nov. 4.

Nov. 8

Location: COLACHIS PLAZA

Thursday, November 12, 2009

arrest and identified him as Hector Beltran.
SDPD was contacted and responded to the
scene, assumed custody of Mr. Beltran and
booked Mr. Beltran into jail.
You are encouraged to visit the Depart
ment of Public Safety's website at sandiego.
edu/safety for crime prevention strategies and
additional information. Mr. Beltran (see his
picture at sandiego.edu/safety/crimealerts.
php ) is not permitted to be on the campus
of USD. Should he be seen on campus in
the future, do not attempt to contact him
and please call Public Safety immediately at
(619) 260-2222 or ext. 2222.

At 12:13 p.m. Public Safety received
a report of an individual brandishing a
weapon near The Immaculata. Public
Safety responded immediately to the loca
tion, located the individual in question and Location: TORERO WAY
determined that he had a pocketknife on his
person.
At 1:19 p.m. Public Safety received a
The individual was reported to have vandalism report. Upon investigation, an
made threatening comments and threatening unknown individual allegedly threw a cup
gestures with the pocketknife to two non- containing soda through an open window in
USD community members. Public Safety a commuter student's vehicle. Video surveil
immediately placed the individual under lance of the area was non-conclusive.

Nov. 9

Location: WEST PARKING LOT
At 10:12 a.m. Public Safety received a
report of a non-injury traffic accident. Upon
investigation, a university employee ac
cidentally accelerated a tram into a parked
and occupied vehicle. The owner of the ve
hicle did not report any injuries; his vehicle
sustained moderate damage to the entire
right side, while the tram sustained minor
damage.

Nov. 10

Location: MISSION PARKING LOT
At 1:22 p.m. Public Safety received
a report involving the theft of universityowned property. Upon investigation, a metal
sign reading "Game Today" was last seen on
Nov. 9 at 9:30 a.m. near the Colachis Plaza
fountain.

Artists inspired by historic event
JILLIAN ANTHONY*** **

WALL, continued
The themes of Kin's exhibits
are connected to USD's social
justice initiatives. Chala describes
them as "related to some aspect
of poverty or human rights issues,
and a substantial portion of any
sales proceeds goes directly to the
charity funded at each show. We
also represent a select group of art
ists who are talented and passion
ate about leading and transforming
the global art world in the 21st
century."
He hopes "students walk away
with valuable insight into a histor
ic moment that not only changed
again the map of Europe but also
an event that promoted freedom,
democracy, peace and justice."
Chala also wants to address
those who were too young to re
member the fall of the Berlin wall
or were not even born yet. "These
historic events need to be remem
bered, and instead of just showing

MANAGING FDITOR Mb-" •,

Dear Jilla
Dear Jilla,

COURTESY SOPHIE PARD0

"The Rupture" is an acrylic and oil on canvas by artist Sophie Pardo.
a photo or having students read
a book, we hope that the art will
leave a memorable artistic event
that will raise awareness and ques
tions for USD students, staff, and
faculty," he said.
"The Berlin wall came down
on Nov. 9, 1989.1 knew that USD

and its educational environment
would value this historic event and
want its community to remember
those who never made it in seek
ing freedom, peace and justice."
The "Wall" will run Nov.
9 through Nov. 25 at Copley Li
brary.

UC forums to host USD talent contest
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR
Get ready for a huge show
case of USD talent.
,
On Dec. 9 from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. in the UC forums, Gamma
Phi Beta and Beta Theta Pi will
be combining forces to put on
an event that they're calling
ALMOST FAMOUS. The caps
are necessary because it is bound
to be an exuberant celebration of
USD's talent and diversity. Judges
will decide who amongst USD's
student body is most talented.
All facets of talent are wel

THE VISTA
Editorial -619.260.4584

comed, such as rapping, interpre
tive dance, acting, poetry, trapeze
artistry, magic, singing, water
glasses and flaming batons.
Auditions are open to anyone
and everyone. Students can audi
tion online by posting a video on
the event's Facebook page, which
I might add has 375 confirmed
guests already. For those who
prefer to display their talent in
person, there will be open audi
tions on Nov. 22 from 12 to 4
p.m.
Pre-sale tickets cost $3 and
will be sold in front of the UC
during dead hours. The day of the

event tickets will be $7. All of the
proceeds from the event will go
towards Rady Children's Hospital
in San Diego. The hospital spe
cializes in pediatric care, and is
the only hospital of its kind in this
region.
The event will be embellished
by all the usual event accompani
ments and more. There will be a
raffle with prizes. DJ Fergie Ferg
will be there, mixing fresh sounds.
A mysterious celebrity guest will
be in attendance. There will be
free food as well to help attract
those students that think with their
stomachs.

I know this really smart,
beautiful and hilarious girl who
never has a boyfriend and has
never even gone on a date. What
is up with that? Why don't guys
flock to this funny fox, this hilar
ious hottie, the cool comedian...
do you need more alliteration?
Sincerely,
Not talking about myself in
Maher
I know you're fabulous, and I
know it gets frustrating when no
one else sees it. But, the thing is,
people do see it, and your friends
and loved ones remind you of it
all the time. Why is it that only a
member of the opposite sex can
validate us as valuable human
beings?
I am going to take this op
portunity to talk about the impor
tance of being alone in your young
adulthood. Everyone is severely
preoccupied with finding
"the
one" during their youth, at least
in America. Everything revolves
around finding a boyfriend or girl
friend. and once you find one, eveiything revolves around keeping
them, no matter what the costs.
As someone who has spent a
good amount of time in a relation
ship or two during college, I have
experienced two very different
lives.
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One life involved me spend
ing most of my time and energy
thinking about said boy, talking
about and to said boy and creating
my schedule around time I could
spend with said boy. How will he
feel if I do [insert action, decision
or activity here]? Will he be hurt if
I choose to do this over spending
time with him? The one question
I asked sometimes but was scared
to answer: am 1 losing my sense of
self to be in this relationship?
Another life, the single life,
has me pursuing all of my inter
ests, hanging out with whoever I
would like whenever 1 would like
and perhaps being slightly unnec
essarily reckless at times. But the
important part is I am free to think
about me, worry about me and
work on me! What a novel idea.
This is the time in our lives
we are meant to be as carefree as
possible, with less responsibili
ties than we will ever have again.
As our elders have told us many,
many times, enjoy this time alone
because having a spouse and a
family does not make things any
easier.
Be selfish! Don't be afraid to
be alone. Instead of pining after
that perfect guy who you may or
may not meet this week or five
years from now, enjoy and appre
ciate this precious time! I know
that being in a functional relation
ship, even when you're young,
can be very fulfilling and help you
to grow in unique and powerful
ways. Just remember, whether you
are in a relationship or not, you are
your own person with wild wishes
and desires, and you shouldn't be
hindered from following a single
one of them.
Send in whatever is currently
grinding your gears as well as
your burning questions to Jilla at

janthony@usdvista.com.

The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues generated
by advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level of
the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all copies thereafter are 25
cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of The Vista staff,
the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Letters should be limited
to 300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the
right to edit published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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OPINION

OPINION
RYAN MULVEY

OPINION FDITOR

Opinion Editor: Ryan Mulvey
rmulvey@usdvista.com

Sports attendance mirrors retention
AMY CALLAHAN
RUFST WRITFR

Anglicans
One of my favorite movies
is Fred Zinnemann's "A Man for
All Seasons," starring the mas
terful Paul Scofield. It depicts
the struggle of Saint Thomas
More against an increasingly
agitated Henry VIII, a monarch
determined to secure a male
heir even if it meant divorcing
his queen, Katherine of Aragon.
More died rather than renounce
the Faith. So did countless other
English martyrs.
Upon the death of Mary I,
English Protestantism took a
decidedly Calvinist turn. The
great patrimony of the Sarum
rite disappeared. By the time
of the Glorious Revolution in
1688, England was outwardly,
and inwardly. Reformed.
Since the Elizabethan age,
Catholics in Britain have suf
fered under the thumb of a Prot
estant majority. Only since the
Oxford Tractarian Movement at
the end of the 19th century have
they sought a more active public
existence.
That movement witnessed
the difficult journey of many
Anglicans, like Venerable John
Henry Cardinal Newman, back
home to Rome. Anglicans began
to rediscover high liturgy, the
cult of the saints and the impor
tance of catholicity.
In 1980, John Paul II estab
lished an "Anglican Use" within
the Latin Rite to accommodate
many within the Communion
opposed to the ordination of
women. Hundreds of priests
from around the globe recon
ciled themselves to Rome; their
flocks followed. At the same
time, many stayed put. Why
abandon a liberalizing Commu
nion for an excessively progres
sive Conciliar Church? Pres
ervation of the Anglo-Catholic
heritage and spiritual ethos was
paramount.
The past few years have
witnessed continued contro
versy over homosexual clergy,
the liturgical role of women,
ecumenism and rapid secu
larization. The Episcopalian
Church in the United States is
falling apart. Traditional Angli
cans have even petitioned Rome
for terms of reunion.
Benedict XVI has respond
ed positively. In fact, last week
he published an apostolic con
stitution entitled "Anglicanorum Coetibus." In this landmark
document, the Pope allows
for the full communion, both
individual and corporate, of An
glicans while allowing them to
establish personal ordinariates,
essentially
pseudo-dioceses,
under their own bishops.
While the actual structure
of such an arrangement is un
known, many have posited that it
will establish a parallel Western
church, which, while not possess
ing its own "rite," would allow
for the celebration of liturgy
and the sacraments in a manner
See MULVEY, page 12

Having been born and raised
in Boston, Mass., I am geneti
cally predisposed to put the wellbeing of my sports teams before
my own. The Patriots, Red Sox,
Celtics and Bruins come first,
followed by family and friends.
Being raised in such a die
hard environment, I can attest
that coming to a school like USD,
an amazing school that is unfor
tunately plagued with low sports
attendance and a lack of school
spirit, is a culture shock.
This season our Division
I-AA football team had a losing
3-6 record, an anomaly in recent
USD football history, to say the
least. The previous four seasons
witnessed a combined total of
six losses; this season alone, we
already have six. What I find
puzzling is that the USD football
team has played extremely well
and lost very few games, yet still
faced a relatively low fan turn
out.
One reason for the low
sports attendance at USD is
that only 49 percent of USD's
total student population lives on
campus each year. Close to half
of these residential students are
freshmen. The other half of the
student population, which can
mostly be found living on or
near the beach, typically does
not drive back to campus for
sporting events. If more students
lived on campus, then it would be
very likely that sports attendance
would improve.
This year, USD is celebrat
ing its 60th anniversary; it is still
a young and vibrant school in an
academic world that is facing an

RYAN BKtNNAN / IHt VIS IA
Diego Torero and a smattering of students hardly fill a row of seats in the Jenny Craig Pavilion.

important transitional phase. The
most important part in building
school spirit and an exceptional
reputation is having happy, satis
fied students.
Interestingly, there is a high
correlation between schools with
successful sports teams and those
with high freshmaen
retention
rates. Set in such a beautiful envi
ronment, it is hard to believe that
USD only has an 85 percent re
tention rate. Other Division I-AA
schools with which we compete
in football, such as Marist Col
lege and Azusa Pacific University,
have comparable rates in the midto low 80s.
Football and basketball are
the most popular and marketable

sports for most schools. A great
football team or a great basketball
team can put a school on the map
in the world of athletics. The USD
men's soccer team has a phenom
enal record and the highest fan
turnout of any sport on campus.
But, regrettably, a solid soccer
team does little to boost a school's
reputation.
Universities across the coun
try with Division I football and
basketball teams have signifi
cantly higher freshmen retention
rates than USD. The University
of Florida, currently ranked as the
number one team in college foot
ball, has a 95 percent retention
rate. The University of Texas,
Michigan State, Villanova and

USC all have retention rates well
into the 90s. In fact, USC has an
amazing 97 percent retention rate
for freshmen.
It is impossible to build a
formidable reputation with low re
tention rates and dwindling school
spirit. Our basketball team is Di
vision I; our football team should
likewise move to Division I, if
we have any hope of improving
school spirit and reputation.
More money needs to be
spent on athletes, and athletics in
general, because the more of an
investment we make in athletics,
the more our sports teams will
improve, increasing the prestige
of the school and making us even
prouder to call ourselves Toreros.

Anniversary of fall of Berlin Wall inspiring

Failure to remember horrors of division may lead to modem destructive divisions
JUSTIN HEDEMARK
STAFF WRITFR

As a person with deep ties to
Germany, I am in an understand
ably celebratory mood today. On
Nov. 9, 1989, exactly 20 years
ago, a fortunate miscommunication led to masses of jubilant
East Germans flooding across
what had formerly been the most
famous symbol of oppression
and segregation in the world.
With its myriad of check
points, barbed wire, guard towers
and guards, the Berlin Wall sepa
rated the two great superpowers
of the day and kept families,
friends and Germans apart for
28 years. Those people who tried
to flee across the concrete bar
rier faced a killing field fortified
with razor wire, machine guns
and vicious attack dogs. Of the
thousands who attempted to flee
across it hundreds are believed
to have lost their lives in their
pursuit of a freer existence.
We, as a people, nation
and a world, would do well to
remember a time when lives
were divided by such stark and
imposing borders. Today, we
take for granted the ability of
people in Western society to live

with one another in harmony and
relative peace. I fear, however,
that we have been lulled into a
sense of complacency. I myself
was all of two and a half years old
when the Wall fell. I lack any con

to the world.
At the time, the exodus of
Germans fleeing from East to West
was a monumentally moving and
inspiring sight. It demonstrated to
the world the longing of a people

was a concrete structure which
we could see and touch; today,
the walls which we erect are less
tangible.
Today's walls are in our
minds; such mental barriers are

The Wall was a physical, imposing
symbol of how we, as humans, erect
borders in an attemp to keep some
people in and others out.
crete reference to the time when
it divided East from West. Yet,
having studied German language
and culture for eight years, and
having had the pleasure of living
in West Germany for six months
and traveling to numerous sites
throughout the country, including
the former German Democratic
Republic, I have grown to fear
what the Berlin Wall symbolized
and love what its destruction gave

to be united in a shared sense of
national and communal identity.
Breaking through the cold con
crete of Communist repression,
the fall of the Wall reunited a
people, a country and a nation.
The Wall was a physical,
imposing symbol of how we, as
humans, erect borders in an at
tempt to keep some people in and
others out. It spoke of distrust,
segregation and imprisonment. It

just as dangerous and destructive
as those made of metal and mortar.
Built on the backs of stereotypes,
prejudices and generalizations,
they are no less powerful. It is fit
ting to pause and take note of Nov.
9 lest we forget its importance.
History tends to repeat itself.
Unless we keep a watchful eye on
the horizon, we might awaken to
see that our world drowned in a
sea of brick and mortar.

The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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"Interest-free loans"
NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITFR
California residents will
soon be disappointed as they real
ize, with their next paycheck, that
the state has increased income tax
withholding by 10 percent. Tech
nically, it's not a tax increase;
the state is simply withholding
a greater percentage of our pay
check. The annual tax on workers
isn't set to change. Residents will
be repaid the extra withholdings
in April in the form of tax refunds,
making the new legislation more
like a forced, interest-free loan.
However, with double-digit
unemployment, rising gas prices
and the impending holiday
season, many Californians are
less than thrilled about the addi
tional withholding. While it may
seem like a small amount taken
from each individual paycheck,
this additional 10 percent adds
up to $1.7 billion to the bleeding
state budget, important monies
that can be allocated towards re
lieving the state's deficit.

base level sales tax has risen 1
percent and the vehicle license
fee has nearly doubled to 1.15
percent of a car's value.
With the increase in income
tax withholding, California is
using temporary measures to alle
viate the deficit. But these tactics
will prove to be useless in the long
run. As long as both the United
States and the state of California
find themselves in financial diffi
culties, so will individual people.
The one affects the other. Taking
money from constituents in the
form of an "interest-free loan" is
unfair and fraudulent.
While we are struggling to
pay our monthly bills and to avoid
having our houses foreclosed, the
state retains the privilege to force
a "no-interest loan" upon us to
pay for its debt. How convenient.
Measures such as the tax with
holding increase simply serve to
hide the real problem at hand and
postpone the need for lawmak
ers to find real solutions. In the
meantime, people will have less
spending money, businesses will

44

Many Californians
are less than thrilled
about the additional
withholding. "

"Many families are sitting at
their kitchen table wondering how
they're going to make ends meet,"
said State Senator Tony Strickland
(R-Thousand Oaks). "At the same
time, the state of California is
taking a no-interest loan."
Because the additional with
holding will impact people's
spending power, it will also ad
versely affect retail businesses,
many of which depend on the holi
day shopping season to stay afloat.
"I don't think there's any question
it's going to impact consumer's
spending," said Bill Dombrowski,
president of the California Re
tailers Association. "Any time
you reduce people's disposable
income, there's going to be a nega
tive effect on the retail sector."
This extra withholding comes
in addition to numerous tax hikes
enacted by the state this year.
Income tax rates have already been
raised by 0.25 percent for every tax
bracket, dependent credit has been
slashed by two-thirds, the state's

suffer and our economy will lack
the stimulation needed to pull us
out of our current financial crisis.
College students in California
will also find themselves affected
by the increased tax withholding.
According to a recent study con
ducted by the U.S. Department of
Education, almost 60 percent of
students are employed in some
capacity. Recent trends have in
dicated that this number has been
increasing over the past few years
as parents find that they need
more assistance in making ends
meet to pay for their children's
education.
And, just in case you thought
students at USD might be able to
weather the crisis, the study also
found that students at private insti
tutions are more likely to work as
a means to gain dispoable money,
rather than to pay for tuitition.
Regardless of where we
spend our money, we can all be
sure that we'll have less in the
months to come.
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Alma Mater, our nourish
ing mother. No more nostalgic
or sentimental an image can
be associated with the life
of a student after he or she
has graduated. This phrase is
meant to conjure happy memo
ries of our formative years at
the university; of the lasting
friendships we forged; of the
carefree days of youth before
entry into the real world.
We should look forward
to the decades ahead, when
we will have the opportunity
to glance back at our senior
year. We need to be prepared to
show off our golden class rings
to our wide-eyed grandchil
dren. But, wait...how do you
even buy a USD yearbook? Do
we sell class rings? When are
we even supposed to join the
Alumni Association?

Ryan Mulvey, Opinion Editor
Ryan Coghill, Arts & Culture Editor
Anne Slagill, News Editor
Morgan Payne, Sports Co-Editor

Students often bemoan the
lack of spirit on our campus.
This week, The Vista contains
more than one article that seeks
to explain why our sports stands
are empty every night and what
we need to do to rectify that situ
ation.
There is no senior culture at
USD. Students at the Naval Acad
emy in Annapolis look forward
with eager .anticipation to the re
ception of their rings. They even
celebrate it with a formal dance.
We don't even know where to
go to buy an alumni license plate
frame, let alone a class ring.
Supposedly, there is an
Alcala Yearbook. They have an
office across from The Vista. It
is never open. Work surely gets
done, but there is little sign of
life. If it's up to students to get
their senior picture taken, there

The economy is in the toilet.
We all know it. The prospect of
graduating in May seems like
a terrifying notion for many of
us, in spite of the current job
market and economic climate. I
can already attest to this. Having
been a collegiate athlete for the
past four years, I find myself in
a unique situation. Until about a
month-and-a-half ago, I thought
my athletic experience would be
of benefit as I began the hunt for
a job.
I sacrificed years of actual
work experience that could have
been put on my resume for an
occupation that I felt was giving
me far more than any part-time

job could offer. I say occupation
intentionally because that's pre
cisely what it was. Instead of put
ting in 20 to 30 hours a week at a
minimum wage job, I was giving
all my time to baseball. Practices,
meetings, workouts, six games a
week and travel; it was all part
of the gig, and I thought that em
ployers would see this as a rare
sign of dedication and endurance.
As it turns out, I was completely
wrong.
I have been earnestly search
ing for a part-time job for the past
two months and there is no resolve
in sight. It's almost humorous at
this point. I kid my roommate that
I'm going to start getting rejection
calls from places I haven't even
applied to. I've put in for a job
at two different Sport Chalets, at

are probably more than a few
students who have yet to be
informed. This is not just the
result of poor organization, but
lack of enthusiasm.
To be fair, USD is still a
fairly new school. We have yet
to establish a cult culture that
surrounds "Alma Mater" in the
same way as has been done at
Notre Dame or Gonzaga. We
also live in a different wprld,
where the college we go to is
often little more than a name
on our diploma.
This is a sad development,
but a reality. The best we can do
is stay connected on Facebook.
Some of us may even recon
nect on classmates.com, but it
certainly won't be through the
Alumni Center, unless we all
get a little more proactive in
our Torero pride.

A trifecta of drugs: which is worst?
AARON LEVINE

STAFF WRITER

Binge drinking is an activity
that college students across the
country take part in almost every
weekend. But why do college
students drink to such an excess?
Is it social pressure? Does being
sober simply lead to uncomfort
able social situations? Is it just
the thing to do?
Whatever the reason, college
students binge drink far too often.
It is no wonder why it is hard for
students to do well during mid
terms when they study all week
and drink all weekend. In fact,
over the course of a weekend
you can kill enough brain cells to
basically erase the memory of a
whole week's worth of studying.
Many students will prob
ably scoff at this suggestion.
Binge drinking has been going
on in colleges around the coun
try for a long time, they may
ask themselves; this is not a new
problem, why should I tackle it?
Still, just because alcohol is legal
does not mean it is not a harmful

substance.
Alcohol causes around
85,000 deaths per year. It is a legal
substance that can be enjoyed
responsibly by those who are of
age, but it doesn't mean that it is
not a lethal substance that should
be taken seriously. Sometimes,
legal substances prove to be far
more dangerous than those that
are illegal. Tobacco, another legal
product, is responsible for around
435,000 deaths per year.
Why is it that tobacco and
alcohol are legal if they are the
cause of so many deaths in a given
year? I doubt it will come as any
surprise that marijuana has never
been directly responsible for any
one's death. Yet, despite the fact
that marijuana has never caused a
death, it is viewed as a much worse
substance than two other fatal
substances that are still legal and
socially acceptable.
President Obama is in the
process of legalizing marijuana for
medical purposes. He is doing so
for a number of reasons. But, he
should also consider complete le
galization, most especially because

Collegiate athlete vs. laid-off adult for job
TYLER FICK
STAFF WRITFR
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Trader Joe's, Target, P.F. Chang's,
Ralphs, Ace Parking Services,
Big 5, the Hilton in Hotel Circle
and Campland on the Bay. As my
search has dragged on, the level
of desirability of the places to
which I am applying has slowly
gone down. There wouldn't even
be enough room in this entire
paper if I were to list the odd jobs
I've attempted to secure through
Craigslist.
So, what's the problem? Is
it me? After nearly a half dozen
interviews with nothing to show,
it has been difficult to stay posi
tive and not doubt what I know to
be true about myself. Ultimately,
I know it's not me; if you're in the
same place as I am, just know it
isn't about you. When I apply for
those jobs, which are traditionally

filled by high schoolers or starv
ing college students, I know that
I'm competing against seasoned
adults with 20 years of full- time
work experience under their
belts.
A recent poll conducted by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
shown that national unemploy
ment has now hit 10.2 percent.
This is bad news for the U.S. and
bad news for me. Instead of com
peting with 16-year-olds for a spot
in the back room of Target, I've
got laid-off adults with families to
support. And, while I don't wish
them bad fortune, I selfishly say
that I'm ready for this to be over.
I'm ready for a job; I'm ready to
be an asset to someone. Most of
all, I'm ready to be recognized for
my hard work.

we are in a recession. A govern
ment tax on marijuana could make
an enormous amount of money
and probably pull us out of debt
fairly quickly. We would cut down
on the costs of law enforcement

assigned to marijuana task-forces,
putting more money towards fight
ing harder drugs. Legalization will
also lower crime; marijuana will
be able to be controlled, just like
Prohibition.
I asked five students on
campus some questions about this;
they wanted to remain anonymous.
I asked them whether they thought
tobacco, alcohol or marijuana to
be the least harmful to our society.
All of them answered "marijuana"
without hesitation. They were
unsure whether alcohol or tobacco
was worse, but it was clear that
marijuana was not in the running.
It will be interesting to see in the
future how the government pro
ceeds and whether they will move
forward with a legalization-taxa
tion process for marijuana, thereby
lowering crime rates, boosting our
economy and changing stereo
types.

Letters to the Editor
The Vista encourages letters
to the editor and commentary
from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the com
munity.
Letters and commentaries
should be sent to letters@
usdvista.com. They will go
directly to the editor-in-chief
and the opinion editor.
Correspondance should be
limited to 300 words and must
include verifiable contact
information. Letter content is
subject to editing for clarity
and style.
The Vista does not publish
anonymous letters, those
addressed to a third party or
letters in poor taste.
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Geo-engineering may lead to weaponization

MIKE MACKIE
STAFF WRITFR

LORA SFORZA/THE VISTA

The citizens of Beijing awoke
on Nov. 1 to discover snow outside their
windows. Not only was the snow signifi
cantly early, it was entirely manmade.
According to Beijing (AFB), "Chi
nese meteorologists have for years sought
to make rain by injecting special chemicals
into clouds." The city has been in a drought
for almost a decade and has been desper
ate for snow and the promise of new life.
Indeed, as the world's population continues
to increase, there is an escalating need to
manipulate the weather for the advantage of

food, water and shelter.
Anyone who has taken the time to
watch The History Channel or Discovery
will know that such engineering isn't new.
But it really flirts with science fiction. This
endevour in Beijing opens up a well of
questions to ask regarding new technology.
Is it really new? Have not America and the
Russians been doing this sort of thing for
years?
In 1978, the United Nations passed the
Environmental Modification Convention.
Article I of that treaty reads, "Each State
party to this Convention undertakes not to
engage in military or any other hostile use
of environmental modification techniques
having widespread, long-lasting or severe
effects as the means of destruction, damage
or injury to any other State." The thought
that a military or any government might
have so much control over the weather that
the United Nations felt it necessary sign a
treaty against it is quite frightening. And,
this was in reaction to the technology of the
1970s, over 30 years ago.
Following the end of World War II,
the American government instituted the
High Frequency Active Auroral Research

Program, or HAARP, to investigate the
ionosphere. Alaska, among other states, has
continued similar programs. The HAARP
website is rather complicated and contains
a lot of information that the average reader
might be able to interpret. But it seems that
what evidence is cited by HAARP is star
tling.
HAARP is known to employ the use
of Tesla Technology, attributed to Nikola
Tesla, a scientist known to have dabbled in
the theoretical weaponization of his technol
ogies. Among these is the ELF, or Extremely
Low Frequency, wave. Manipulation of this
frequency can result in earthquakes of vary
ing sizes and intensity. When used in the
ionosphere, it could potentially manipulate
weather currents. Some have claimed that
such technology was responsible for the un
expected California drought of the 1970's.
Regardless of what you might think
about China's actions, or weather engineer
ing, it is important to always question the
motive behind the action of any state. Has
there been a paradigm shift regarding mass
weaponization? What could be the unintend
ed consequences of weather engineering? Is
this in the best interest of the people?

Anglicanism in crisis: Catholic church attempts reunion
MULVEY, continued
proper to the Anglican tradition.
Still, many questions remained unan
swered. Will this Anglo-Catholic personal
ordinariate be sui iuris, along the lines of an
Eastern Catholic Church? Will these con
verts be considered Roman?
The Vatican is in the process of address
ing these concerns in cooperation with An
glican hierarchs contemplating conversion.
Father Lawrence Bausch, pastor of
Holy Trinity Church in Ocean Beach, was
ordained thirty years ago. He resigned from
the Episcopal Church in 2006, along with
the rest of his parish. He is now a priest of
the Anglican Church in North America. His
community is currently awaiting summary
judgement from the local courts regarding
the legal status of their corporate separation
from the local Episcopal diocese.
A
self-described
Anglo-Catholic,

Bausch called this new effort by the Pope
"gracious" and "generous," a more consid
erate effort at accommodating traditional
ists than anything ever offered by Rowan
Williams, the Archbishop of Canterbury.
He explained, though, how Anglican ethos
cannot easily be sacrificed in accommodat
ing Roman demands. I asked Bausch what
he thought the ramifications of this provision
might be. "It depends on what this is...it may
have a global reach," he said. If this were
to allow for something akin to a "Uniate
Church, it could have great potential. Other
wise it will be felt more in England."
We stand on the cusp of a major his
torical development. This new apostolic
constitution, if accepted by Anglicans, has
the potential to upset the Anglophone reli
gious landscape; England may once more be
Catholic. Disaffected pockets of the Angli
can faithful may return to catholic unity in
droves.

Benedict is right to offer Anglicans the
option of retaining their unique tradition. He
should be proactive in making allowances
for a married priesthood, already an ancient
practice in the Eastern Church. He should,
as he has already done in dialogue with the
Orthodox, distinguish papal infallibility
and vestigial mediaeval notions of the mo
narchical papacy. Doctrinal differences are
minimal, but real differences do remain in
pastoral practice.
Henry VIII was unjustified in divorcing
Katherine. His schism was unfounded; his

subsequent marriages invalid. Yet, his dis
agreement was only facially theological. At
its heart, it was a prideful, political gesture.
And, while the initial development of
Anglicanism may have been inorganic, the
rediscovery of ancient catholic practices has
reawakened a desire among Anglicans for
membership in the universal Church.
Modernism has distorted the message
of the Gospel within comers of the Anglican
and Episcopal churches. Benedict is right to
embrace our Anglican brothers with open
arms. This is real ecumenism.

The two faces of racism
MIKE MACKIE
.STAFF WRITFR

Racism is an abominable stain on the
history of humanity. The small percentage of
Americans who are still racist in this country
should be recognized as outcasts of society.
That being said, it is more often the case that
those who readily cry racism, in an attempt
to destroy, do so where it does not exist. In
doing so, they hurt their cause.
A1 Sharpton has made a career decry
ing racism where it often hasn't existed.
Consider the case of Tawana Brawley, the
young African-American woman who ac
cused seven white men, including police
officers, of raping her for an entire week.
Sharpton came to her defense. Yet, after an
extremely long trial, as well as numerous
tirades by Sharpton, it came to light that she
had fabricated the story, an allegation known
to Sharpton before he came to her defense.
Recent history is riddled with individuals
like Sharpton and Jesse Jackson who have
threatened innocent people with charges of
racism, damaging their reputations and hurt
ing the victims of true racism.
The strength of a charge of racism is
weakened when so many false accusations
are repeatedly made. They distract the public
from more serious issues. During the late
1990s, in the small Texan town of Tulia, 46
people, roughly 10 percent of the black popu
lation, were arrested on drug charges, despite
little to no evidence. Testimony against them
rested on Tom Coleman, a white undercover
agent. Fortunately, the NAACP was able to
overturn the convictions. Racism is a matter
for courts to decide and not for the hateful
tirades of public figures posing for cameras.

I grew up with diverse friends; I was
relatively unaware that so many people still
thought racism was rampant. If it were not
for the media, many people would think that
our country was post-racial, like I do. I judge
an individual based on his character.
Rush Limbaugh has repeatedly been ac
cused of racism. Anybody who speaks four
hours a day is bound to upset a person from
time to time, but I would challenge anyone
who believes so to look into Bo Snerdley.
Snerdley is a close friend of Rush and has
worked with him for years. He is black. My
aim is not to defend anything Limbaugh may
have said in the past, but to point out that,
more often than not, charges of racism are
little more than sensationalism.
Our generation must affect a post-racial
society. We need to stop finding racism where
it does not exist. People are going to say and
do upsetting things independent of race. Our
society cannot afford a default response of
racism and discrimination. Those who find
themselves victims of discrimination under
stand that their cause is by others who are
merely trying to increase their reputation or
make money.
Every person was put on this earth with
specific talents and strengths. Those fortu
nate to find themselves living in America
realize that they have a unique opportunity
to create a fulfilling and successful life for
themselves and their family. We cannot
afford to hinder the advantages which every
American has by labeling them by their skin
color, religion or personal views. America is
the greatest country on Earth and it is about
time we start coming together as a country
rather than using hateful rhetoric to drive us
apart.

Earn your degree in
education in 12-18 months.
With more than 36 credential and master's degree
opportunities, we're confident we have a program for you.
APU offers:
• Convenient classes at 8 Southern California locations and online.
• NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states and
internationally.
• A degree-completion program in human development (HDEV)
designed for future teachers.

Classes start year-round. Contact us today!
(877)210-8841
www.apu.edu/explore/education
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THE SEQUEL IMPROVES ON EVERYTHING
THAT MADE THE FIRST FILM GREAT."
- Ryan McLelland. AINTITCOOLNEWS
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The USD Bookstore would like to
GIVE THANKS!
Thanksgiving
Customer Appreciation!
Bring this Turkey to the
USD Bookstore
to get 25% off a single item!
*CIip this ad and bring it in to the USD Bookstore November 19 - 24, 2009. 25% discount applies to highest priced single item. Does not
apply to computer hardware, software, diploma frames, or textbooks. No other discounts apply. Limit one (1) Turkey per customer.
Offer good through 11/24/2009.
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Under the weather at USD: flu season hits campus hard
MAGGIE KLOS
FFATIJRF FDITOR
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As the weather begins to cool
down and as the Thanksgiving
holiday comes closer, many cel
ebrate the joy of a new season. But
as autumn starts to creep into the
summer season, another season
often comes with it. This season
brings coughs, colds and H1NI
rather than a cool breeze and
pretty leaves. It is the flu season.
USD is no stranger to the flu
season.
However, this year, due
to the threat of HINl, there
is a heightened awareness
about the flu,
making the
Health Center a frequent stop
for students. Appointments at
the health center are hard to
come by and face masks
are required upon ar
rival. Teachers have
been extra under
standing when it
comes to missing
class due to illness.
Signs posted in the
library encourage stu
dents to stay home or
in their residence halls
if they think they may
have the flu.
According to the
World Health Organiza
tion the seasonal flu, also
known as influenza, is char
acterized by symptoms that
affect the throat, nose, bron
chi and sometimes the lungs.
A high fever, weak muscles,
headaches, cough and sore
throat are indicators that one
may be suffering from this type
of infection. Since it is transferred

from one person to another
through germ particles, it can
spread quickly; thus making a
college campus a hot spot for
influenza since one student can
easily pass the flu to another.
Although this flu may
not typically cause vomiting, it
is still to be taken seriously be
cause it can lead to pneumonia
and in severe cases, even death,
if not treated properly. While
many students opt for the home
remedies to heal their flu, these
usually are not strong enough to
cure a person in a timely manner.
Heavy doses of green tea, Air
borne, Emergen-C and splashes
of Purell can only do so much
when one is already infected.
To combat this flu, the
Health Center is offering a flu
vaccine available for anyone
who wishes to receive it. So
far, 700 students have been vac
cinated, but the campus is far
from immune.
"I went to the health cen
ter and gave them my symp
toms. I had a fever of 104, cough
and congestion. [The nurse] told
me I fit the criteria for the flu. I
asked if it was the swine flu and
she said yes," senior Mike Sinodis said.
The swine flu, otherwise
known as the H1N1 virus, is
similar to influenza, however
symptoms also include a fever,
fatigue and possible vomit
ing. Like influenza, it is easily
spread from one person to the
next. According to the World
Health Organization, approxi
mately 6,000 people have died
from the H1N1 virus.
The swine flu first gained

ter for Health and Wellness also
recommends: avoiding touching
your eyes, nose, mouth becuase
it spreads germs, stay away from
sick people and wear a mask if you
experience flu-like symptoms.
Although the USD Health
Center is a convenient spot to be
diagnosed and treated for the flu,
the center is only open during the
school week. Pacific Beach Ur
gent Care is an option for stu
dents seeking treatment on the
weekends or off campus. Un
fortunately though, PB Urgent
Care is out of the flu vaccine
and is also waiting on the
H1N1 vaccine supply. Still,
they can provide treatment
and prescribe antibiotics to
students in need.
Associated
Stu
dents has also organized
Wellness Week, which
explores
different
ways of keeping
the student body
healthy by pro
viding fundamen
tal tools to achieve
wellness in all av
enues of lives. Events
cover topics such as
emotional, environ
mental and physical
wellness.
"It's something
that's really important
this year because it's better
ing your mind and body, but
it's also about bettering the
environment," Associated
Students Vice President of
Marketing Angela Aguilar
said. "We try to focus on sustainabiity in addition to health of
mind and body."

THURSDAY - PHYSICAL WELLNESS DAY

FRIDAY - SOCIAL WELLNESS DAY

»You are what you eat Nutrition Workshop in UC 128 from 12:15-1 p.m. (snacks, raffle, prizes)

• Basketball game at 7 p.m. vs. Stanford

• You are what you eat quiz and tabling event outside of UC during dead hours (raffle)

• Free Chipotle

• Women's Center active display "Trashing Negative Body Image"

• Raffle at halftime

in front of UC during dead hour

L0RA SF0RZA/ THE VISTA

notoriety last spring when the
flu spread rapidly throughout the
world. Framed as this century's
plague in the media, Americans
grew to be swine crazy. A simple
cough was greeted by thousands
of stares in the public while face
masks became the new must
have accessory last spring.
"In the end they gave me
that stylish face mask and told
me to quarantine myself," se
nior Jordan Peagler said.
Fear of the swine flu
has subsided slightly thanks to
the H1N1 vaccine, which has
brought some amount of com
fort to the world. The Health
Center will be offering a vac
cine for the H1N1 virus some
time this fall, but the original
shipment was postponed. At a
time when students are most in
need of the vaccine, there are
none available on campus.
The Health Center said
that the state controls when the
shipments come and how many
the school will receive. Once
the vaccine arrives, the school
will host a vaccine clinic with
the help of volunteer students,
faculty and staff. There isn't a
specific date for when the vac
cine will arrive, but for the most
recent information check sandiego.edu/alert/influenza.
Although a vaccine may
be the best way to prevent the
flu from claiming its next vic
tim, other precautions should
be taken to ensure that the USD
community stay healthy and flufree. The most simple and basic
of things is to wash your hands
and cover your mouth when you
cough and sneeze. The Cen
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RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR

Raving mad
Something good happened for
The Vista this week. We learned
that more people read the paper
then we tend to believe. This was
evident due to the amount of feed
back I received from an article
about excessive drug use at raves.
This article upset many students
who attend raves and use drugs.
One of the posts on The Vista
website was, "Ignorance. Pure
ignorance. No hard evidence. No
data." In my opinion (as I will so
kindly state as everyone believes
that this article belonged in the
opinion section) I do not think
hard evidence is needed to make
an observation that is right in
front of our faces. I have person
ally seen friends waste their lives
away on ecstasy. This is evidence
in itself to support what this drug
is capable of.
Taking ecstasy is supposed
to make you one with the music.
It allows you to really "feel" the
beats. When one has to rely on a
drug to make the music better I
think the music looses a little cred
ibility. I remember going to punk
shows as a teenager completely
sober. I would mosh and have
a great time, knowing this band
wasn't going much further than
the stage they were on. I guess
moshing was my compensation
for the lack of good music. Now,
punk is pretty much dead. This is
something I hope the electronic
scene does not end up falling
victim to since I have a respect for
DJ's and their contribution to new
styles of music. I just hope that the
music and scene will not continue
to revolve around drugs.
Mr. Tuttle obviously embrac
es the genre of music if he is at
tending a festival such as HARD.
He is only upset that raves are
focused on drugs and not music.
The fact that he uses a metaphor
to compare people who over-in
dulge in drugs to that of an insect
is not offensive in my eyes. It is
sad when someone gets hooked
on drugs, ruining their brain and
eventually their life. However,
that was their choice to engage in
self-destructive behavior.
Lastly, I would like to ad
dress the concept of P.L.U.R. This
stands for "Peace, Love, Unity
and Respect." HARD summer
was cancelled due to impatient
attendees breaking into the en
trance to the venue due to long
waits by the security check. There
were kids jumping over seats
and people to avoid waiting in
the line to get down to the floor,
and in the process hurting others
and themselves. I'm curious as to
where the P.L.U.R. is here? I also
wonder where the love is when
someone tells Mr. Tuttle that
"Hell is reserved for people like
you." I would think that a culture
that bases their morals from such a
strong statement such as P.L.U.R.
would be understanding and ac
cepting of others voicing their
opinion. I would also think these
people would embrace The Vista
for running articles that allow
people to speak their mind.

Arts & Culture Editor: Ryan Coghill
rcoghill@usdvista.com

Boys Noize releases fresh new album
Tracks from "
ALEX WEIDNER
GUEST WRITER

Watch out everyone, the Ger
mans are coming to town. But this
isn't 1942. There's no need for
Poland to head for the hills. This
time they're substituting the stielhand grenades with synthesizers
and replacing panzers with dance
floor fillers. For what reason is the
blitzkrieg getting reference in an
album review, you ask? Look no
further than Boys Noize's recent
dominance in the electronic music
production battlefield.
The Bavarian-bred producer/
DJ first gained mass recognition
after the release of his 2007 debut
LP, "Oi Oi Oi." Its high acclaim
helped Boys Noize (birth name
Alexander Ridha) ride along the
undercurrent of the genre's recent
resurgence in popularity with fi
nesse.
In order to provide a bit of
background, Ridha could easily be
considered a pioneer in the current
"techno" renaissance, alongside a
few other heavily influential entiI M M I I I ' i o . . . ,
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LP" werePower
well recieved at Voyeur

ties such as Justice and Daft Punk.
"Oi Oi Oi" set precedents for mu
sical composition software junkies
with its invigorating, danceable
distortion. Its tracks attack bassjunkie followers with heavy keys
and driving rhythms, many in
cluding bits of narration courtesy
of Boys Noize's signature robotic
vocal interjections. You could liken
the album to what it might sound
like if Arnold Schwarzenegger's
character in "Terminator" was sent
to neutralize Sara Conner inside of
an electro-friendly club with large
subwoofers. Subsequent remixes
of songs by popular artists includ
ing indie songstress Feist helped
earn Boys Noize's franchise ample
levels of international reverence
and provided auxiliary promotion
for musically like-minded artists
signed to his personal label im
print, Boys Noize Records.
Ridha's
ever-burgeoning
technical mastery of the disc
jockeying discipline motivates the
masses to frequent his live shows,
which have been lauded by folks
representing all levels of the elec
tronic scene hierarchy (for both
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Boys Noize embraces the energy of the crowd at Voyeur.

visual evidence of his aptitude for
moving a crowd and also a worthy
way to pass some time, YouTube
search: "boys noize at EDC 2009".
You can all thank me later.)
Fortunately for us as listen
ers, Boys Noize's sound has been
kept fresh throughout. Rather than
pigeon-holing himself to one fa
miliar style of production, Ridha
avoided creative stagnation by
embarking on his own, self-guid
ed journey through the immersive
sound-scape of electronica, having
produced a volume of anthems fit
for both face-melting noise addicts
and for those inclined towards
a more stripped down, minimal
production approach (the purists,
if I may).
The newest large-scale re
lease produced under the Boys
Noize brand, his recently released
"Power LP," unfolds as such for
its listeners, a journey through 12
synth-heavy tracks marked with
well-calculated variance in musi
cal moods.
"Gax," the album's opening
number, guides your departure
with, dare I say, beautiful sounding
arpeggiated electric pianos kept
in rhythm by a marching drum
line accompaniment. In the event
that you're sucked into the funki
est alien spaceship in the galaxy,
here's the soundtrack for your
ascent towards its marvelous en
trance, outfitted with strobe lights
and disco balls. Ridha's ability to
make the track's fantastically offputting and almost awkward de
layed downbeats mildly addictive
denotes skill unique to seasoned
players on the electro-production
field. Instances of delightful order
rising out of relative chaos seem a
bit hard to come by in music these
days.
Then, just as the album's
temperament floats
calmly into
the stratosphere of catatonia, the
haunting groove and vocals of
"Kontact Me" akin to a creepy
Stephen Hawking impersonator
bitchslap the listener back to raw,
gritty reality more characteristic
of Boys Noize's debut LP.
Further towards the track list
ing's median, "Starter" and "Jefifer"
act as the adrenaline supply for the
album's figurative IV. The latter of
the two has fallen onto the nation
of electronica in the form of a tor
rential downpour since its first in
ternet leaks. You'd be hard-pressed

to find any popular DJ of the day
without it somewhere in his "must
spin" crate at this point, and all for
good reason; its rhythm stutters
while managing to inspire some
synchronized head bobbing and/or
fist pumping, supplemented with
a few on-point key changes that
are powerful enough to give the
track an "Eye of the Tiger"-esque
motivational feel. (As a grudging
aside here, I'd like to cry foul on
Mr. Ridha for including the fourbar metronome intro at the start of
the track. It's like he's mocking all
peons in electronic music produc
tion, daring us to make a track this
insanely listenable starting with
that same blank slate of clicks and
pops).
Although very listenable in
its own rights, the remainder of
the album is likely a little more
tough to swallow for those only
ankle-deep in their appreciation
of the electronic genre. Tracks
such as "Trooper" and "Nott"
chug along with unstable drum
patterns coupled with ominous
melodies, which could potentially
frighten younger children. The
upbeat synths and disco "uhn-tiss"
drums on "Sweet Light" lighten
the album's tone for a spell, just
before the album's closer, "Heart
Attack," corrals its pulse back to
the transcendentally hovering,
spacey nature reminiscent of its
inaugural couple of minutes.
Boys Noize is currently on
an international tour promoting
the new album, recently stopping
in San Diego's Gaslamp district
at the city's first real haven for
electro-enthusiasts, club Voyeur.
Expectations were high and his
performance comprehensively ex
ceeded them, motivating almost all
in attendance to collectively lose
their minds, as well as temporary
control of their bodies, in response
to meticulously blended mixes of
tracks from the entire Boys Noize
catalog spliced with a multitude of
dance floor heaters from associ
ated producers. It would be safe
to assume that not a pair of legs
left that evening without a linger
ing soreness in wake of perpetual
bounce and rhythmic leaps of ap
proval.
If gaining mass approval is
etched into the mission statement
of Boys Noize's craft, ladies and
gentlemen, the fellow has right
fully achieved his goal.

Not your typical Holocaust story
KEIGE TOM
GUEST WRITER

Two men fall in love during
the Holocaust, a tale as old as
time. Not really. The Diversion
ary Theatre returns "Bent" to the
main stage this month just in time
for its 30th anniversary since its
1979 London debut.
"Bent" is set in Nazi Ger
many during the mid 1930's. The
two protagonists, Max and Horst,
find love in one of the least likely
places, a Nazi concentration camp.
The story begins when Max is cap
tured and shipped from his Berlin

home to a nearby camp to face his
final days in Nazi captivity. Pris
oners marked with a pink triangle
on their uniform are labeled ho
mosexual or "bent," while Jewish
prisoners wear a yellow star. Max
is labeled as a "Jewish" prisoner
instead of a gay prisoner because
of a deal that he strikes with the
authorities, thus receiving slightly
better treatment than his other gay
inmates.
Even after the Nazis murder
Max's partner Rudy, he must
continue to maintain his hope
and sanity. Meanwhile his fellow
comrades drop like flies due to
the inhumane conditions of prison

labor. Max soon comes across
Horst, a fellow gay prisoner. He
is able to help Horst, which sparks
a relationship that quickly devel
ops between them. The two men
struggle to make it through each
moment hanging on to the only
hope of someday sharing a life to
gether beyond the electric fence.
"Bent" delivers a power
ful message of forbidden love,
struggle and .loss that transcends
all boundaries of sexuality. You
won't get that from "The Lion
King." "Bent" tells the story of
The Holocaust from a very un
usual perspective. Rest assured
audiences won't leave the theater

completely depressed. Scattered
among the many emotionally pow
erful scenes are a few moments of
comic relief. The two characters
often make light of their situation,
which involves their only task of
literally moving rocks back and
forth all day.
"Bent" plays through Nov.
22 at San Diego's very own Di
versionary Theatre in University
Heights. Tickets are $10 for stu
dents who arrive one hour before
curtain. For more information on
"Bent" and other shows, visit diversionary.org.
This play contains language
and some nudity.
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A reminder of Michael Jackson's talent
JOHN NOERENBERG
STAFF WRITFR

Michael Jackson was in the
midst of planning and creating
arguably" the most epic concert
anyone has ever scene.
Simply put, "This is It" consist
ed of clips taken from the rehears
als leading up to Jackson's tour. It
is not the typical movie experience
that we all expect when going to
the theatres. It was like getting a
special invite to personally watch
how Jackson creates and develops
his musical genius.
There were very simple scenes
where it was just Jackson and his
band backstage going over how
a certain song should sound and
there were other scenes like the
rehearsals for "Thriller" that in
volved creating an entire produc
tion of a graveyard scene with all
of the dancers in very elaborate
"dead" costumes. There were also
a number of other small scenes
they filmed to play during the con
cert. It was cool to see how they
actually created them.
The production highlighted
easily the most incredible dancing
I've ever seen in my life. At 50
years of age, Jackson could still
move like he did when he was 20
and his backup dancers had this
incredible flare about them. Their
moves made my jaw drop.

This isn't a typical movie cri
tique because I can't really say that
I have too much to actually critique
about the movie since it wasn't
really a movie. I think Kenny
Ortega, who directed this film as
well as the actual performance
that would have happened, wanted
us to witness just how incredible
this concert would have been and
how talented Jackson was. Also,
"This is It" was aimed to celebrate
his life and help us to remember
Michael Jackson purely for his
musical genius.
"This is It," also served as
something more than just showing
us what could have been. I think
that a lot of us became caught up
in Jackson's issues off the stage
and we forgot how extraordinarily
talented he truly was. "This is It"
reminds us that this man was an
extremely gifted singer and dancer.
While watching the production,
we are reminded of his musical
presence and how he embraced
and shared his passion for music
with everyone around him. I think
his passion for his music and the
people around him are what gave
Michael this unmatched musical
presence.
People always call Jackson the
King of Pop, but I honestly never
really understood why. I think
"This is It" shows us why he was,
and still remains, the King of Pop.

GIJFST WRITFR

In today's increasingly bland,
vocoder-filled music scene, it
seems like many bands have
moved away from their roots to
create entirely new and different
sounds. Although this new sound
can be a wonderful thing, I find
reassurance when bands connect
more with their roots.
Steel Train is one band out
there today that has created a con
temporary sound that pulls from
their classic rock and folk roots to
create an entirely unique alterna
tive rock experience. This genre
transcending music has created
a huge following from different

groups of people. Steel Train has
dedicated followers whom are
psychedelic or classic rock fans,
the band has played indie rock fes
tivals such as Bonnaroo or South
by Southwest, and they've toured
with alternative greats such as The
Starting Line and Something Cor
porate.
In 2004 the band recorded an EP
called the "1969 EP." This album
consisted of cover songs that were
originally released in 1969. Bands
featured on this album ranged
from The Jackson 5 to David
Bowie, The Beatles and Bob
Marley. When asked about what
went into the decision to record
the EP, Steel Train drummer Jon
Shiftman explained to me that the
band picked songs that they felt

THIS IS IT

really influenced them as a whole.
"This is the music we love, so let's
try and play it the best we can, and
hopefully people will like it."
In 2007, the band released
"Trampoline" to overall solid re
views, yet the album did not sell
as well as the band had hoped. Jon
explained to me that this album
focused more on setting up lots
of different layers. "On first listen
people enjoy it for a certain reason,
such as a song sounding catchy to
them, but on the fourth or fifth
listen people hear a new guitar
part or specific lyric that makes
them think a certain thing."
This next year brings forth a
new album for the now unsigned
band. Jon describes this album
as "expanding on ["Trampoline"]

with more rock orientation and
louder guitars while keeping with
the whole Steel Train not cookie
cutter pop songs. It grabs from a
bunch of different genres."
The band plans to go on a head
lining tour in the new year and are
hoping to play some festivals.
I know that I've got my fingers
crossed for a repeat appearance
at Bamboozle Left or a set at
Coachella. After seeing them on
Sunday night, I know that I'll be
at their next Southern California
show, singing along and watching
the band rock out.
Check out the band's MySpace
to download a free song off their
new EP and get a taste for the up
coming album. Visit usdradio.org
to learn more about the band.

Lost interest with Brown's "The Lost Symbol"
The latest addition to the adventures of Robert Langdon
ERIN HERNANDEZ
GI1FST WRITFR

Dan Brown's latest book, "The
Lost Symbol," revisits the charac
ter Robert Langdon for another ad
venture. This adventure, however,
takes place stateside as opposed to
the European locations of "Angels
and Demons" and "The Da Vinci
Code."
A phone call from
his old
friend and mentor Peter Solomon
disrupts what the Harvard profes
sor had expected to be a relaxing
Sunday. Solomon has summoned
Langdon to Washington, D.C. so
that he can give a lecture at the
United States Capitol, though the
trip quickly draws him into a web
of secrets and conspiracies.
His works show that Brown's
talent lies within his ability to
create a sense of suspense, urging
the reader to keep turning the

pages in order to discover the
truths behind the mysteries the
characters find themselves having
to solve. However, the book fol
lows what feels like a very formu
laic plot.
Langdon once again is forced to
involve himself in the very private
dealings of a secret society,in order
to solve the dilemma presented.
He relies upon his knowledge of
symbology and quick thinking to
see himself out of varying levels
of dangerous situations. Follow
ing the pattern of Brown's other
novels, a clever intelligent female,
in this case, Katherine, joins the
male protagonist early on help
ing to thwart the villain. The two
embark on a journey that takes
them through the history and
mysteries of the Freemasons (the
secret society in question here).
Simply put, there are no real
surprises within the stoiy. The

JUSTINE MARZONI

ASSISTANT
A&C EDITOR
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Steel Train has arrived in a unique way
BRYCE CARR
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book's content is intriguing, in re
gards to the historically based ele
ments on which Brown capitalizes.
"The Lost Symbol" has the same
feel as its prequels, including the
spiritual undertones that permeate
the pages, without any of the ac
companying scandal. The success
of "The Da Vinci Code" largely
owes to the book's controversial
topics, much as the idea that Jesus
might have been a married man
and might have fathered a child.
Though Dan Brown was by no
means the first to make the sug
gestion (the more historically bent
1987 "Holy Blood, Holy Grail," to
name one source, hence the law
suit that would occur years after its
publication), his fictionalization of
such theories appealed to a wider
audience. "Angels and Demons,"
the predecessor of "The Da Vinci
Code" did not gain widespread
recognition till its sequel.

This plot and writing seem
better suited for the screenplay of
a motion picture, as evidenced by
the Ron Howard directed films.
The book is not as thought-pro
voking as it aims, but it does enter
tain the reader as a conventional
pick of the mystery/thriller genre.
Considering Brown's status as an
international best-selling author,
I did open the book with high ex
pectations and eventually closed
it somewhat unsatisfied. Even
though I may be unfair to read
expecting so much, the author did
take the risk of entering the world
and life of Robert Langdon again
when the character's highest point
should have been uncovering the
location of the Holy Grail. What
would top that? If nothing else,
Brown renews an interest in the
significance behind the big Ameri
can monuments and buildings of
Washington, D.C.

Beards: cozy
and cute
November is one of my favorite
months of the year for more than
one reason. It marks the begin
ning of the subtle weather change
in Southern California, Starbucks
begins to make their special sea
sonal drinks, Thanksgiving and
the beginning of the end of the
fall semester. This year, however,
I have added yet another reason to
my list of awesome things in this
cozy month: Novembeard.
For those of you who have
not heard of Novembeard, this
is not merely a typo The Vista
editors have missed. Novem
beard is a month long challenge
in which men from around the
world join together and vow to
not shave their facial hair for an
entire month. Participants in No
vembeard are encouraged to start
the month by taking a picture of
themselves clean shaven and then
document the growth throughout
the month. The goal is simple:
to have a big beard by the end of
November.
This event has grown quickly
(pun intended) over the last few
years. There are many blogs and
websites that feature men on their
journey to beardhood. At Novembeard.com you can send in a daily
picture of your beard and they
will upload it to their site.
Although it has become mildly
popular, many still find the idea
of Novembeard to be gross, unhy
gienic and itchy, but personally, I
think Novembeard is a great idea.
Beards are very "in" these days,
and I entirely support this trend.
Part of the reason for my strong
advocacy of unruly facial hair is
that I know that if I were a man
and able to grow a beard, I would
have the weirdest, most out-ofcontrol facial hair you have ever
seen. Also, I think the right kind
of beard on the right guy is just
plain lovely.
If you don't believe me, just
think of all the cool bearded
musicians out there: Jim James
(My Morning Jacket), Devendra
Banhart and Sam Beam (Iron and
Wine). And then there are all those
guys who don't quite ever have a
full beard but look really good
with just a little scrufif like Bret
McKenzie ("Flight of the Conchords") or Justin Timberlake.
Even the most intense historical/
mythological figures had beards:
Samson, Paul Bunyan and Zeus.
So guys, even though you may
be starting a little late, I encour
age you to step up to the plate
and give Novembeard a try. Even
if your genetics don't allow you
to grow a thick Rip Vanwinkle
beard, just do what you can. It is
the perfect excuse for not shaving
during the hectic last few weeks
of school and it is something to
brag about at Thanksgiving or
serve as a conversation starter
with your grandpa.
Really boys, there is no reason
to not just give it a go. Even if
your girlfriend begs you to shave
and tells you she won't kiss you
until you do, 1 can almost guar
antee you that she'll change her
mind come November 30th.
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The men behind "The Boondock Saints"
The history of the sequel, "All Saints Day"
RYAN COGHILL

RCRD LBL
My inbox has over 1,700
unread e-mails. Why? Besides
all of the interview opportunities
sent my way to consider writing
about in The Vista, I get a word of
the day, an urban word of the day,
Victoria's Secret updates, Urban
Outfitters updates, GAP updates,
American Apparel updates, Steve
Madden updates and YouTube
videos from my mom. From far
away I look like a very important
person with a lot of bold subject
lines waiting to be clicked on. But
up close you realize that I'm just
addicted to sales.
While all of the new clothes,
shows and vids are exciting, they
are nowhere near as exciting as
the daily e-mails I get from RCRD
LBL. RCRD LBL is a website that
provides free downloads of songs
from most major artists produc
ing new music these days. Each
e-mail that I get contains two or
three new songs or remixes that
aren't released anywhere else.
They are exclusive to the site
when they are released and there
fore exclusive to the people that
get the daily e-mail. It's kind of
exhilarating to effortlessly have
a new song every morning, espe
cially when it's from one of my
favorite artists.
All of the songs you down
load are compatible with any mp3
program and are free. Free! And
legal. And easy to get a hold of.
This is like a little piece of heaven
in my eyes. Sure there's Hype
Machine and countless blogs that
have all kinds of remixes, but I
have hardly any time to look at
my favorite website CuteOverload.com every day, let alone
search for fun remixes to drop at
all the awesome parties I throw.
All I had to do was register on
the site, check off my favorite
artists that are featured (which
are countless), add any personal
info I want and then hit save. It
was almost too good to be true,
but then I started getting the emails and realized that reality was
really this great.
Some of the tracks I've gotten
via e-mail include Atlas Sound,
Amanda Blank, a Diplo remix
of The Dead Weather (which is
absolutely incredible to drive to/
surprise friends
with), Grizzly
Bear and my favorite free surprise
download of all time, "Well Water
Black" by Alias featuring WHY?.
Seriously, this song is amazing.
Please download it.
RCRDLBL.com is more
than just free remixes, though.
It has podcasts, artist spotlights
and label highlights. With each
artist page is an artist bio, photos,
multiple remixes and upcoming
tour dates. This is a beneficial
research source as a columnist
and music journalist in general
because it's not too in-depth so as
to jade one's opinion on a musi
cian before you give their album
a true listen. AND there's a blogroll on the side that links to some
of the most happening blogs out
there that also have cool songs
from cool artists. It's definitely a
treasure trove full of shiny things.
And I really, really like shiny
things. And new music.
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V: So that was your first ever ex
perience acting?

SPF: (In a thick Irish accent) Yes,
yes. That's when I started thespTroy Duffy and Chris Brinker ing. Officially thesping. Through
were drinking at a bar called Birds. drama, I ended up writing a piece
Sitting at the end of the bar, wait of kids theater and I decided I was
ing for their drinks, a man in a suit going to produce the play and I did.
began a conversation with them. Then I got an agent. It was never
They asked him what he did and he really about acting because to me,
told them he was a producer. When acting was like buying a lottery
asked what he had produced, the ticket because of the odds. But I
man answered "Boondock Saints." knew I could write and I knew I
Duffy decided to let this man keep could do this [acting] even if I was
going with this bar lie of his by just producing plays. That would
asking him questions about the- be a fun career. Then my agent
, movie. Duffy stated, ."We hear said, "Let me submit you for this
there's a sequel coming out? Are ["The Boondock Saints"]." Then
you going to use that same direc I got it.
tor?"
The man answered, "No. We V: Was there anything that might
are bringing in a new guy. The last have influenced you to make a
director kind of lost his mind."
living off of acting?
The man in the suit then pro
ceeded to ask the two gentlemen SPF: Yeah. I got a couple of com
what they did for a living. Duffy re mercials, for Kellogg's Cornpops.
plied, "I'm Troy Duffy. I wrote and But as a waiter that was more
directed 'Boondock Saints.' This is money then I knew what to do
my producer Chris Brinker." The with. Then after that [my agent]
man was quite embarrassed. When said, "let me submit you for some
asked why he used "Boondock theatrical stuff' and then I got a
Saints" to lie the man said, "Be couple Disney channel movies
cause everyone loves that movie and "The Young Indiana Jones." It
and no one knows who made it, so was a slow process but she was the
they all just believe you."
one who convinced me to go out.
Then later down the line I read the
The Vista: Can you tell me about script for "Boondock." They were
the inspiration behind "The Boon seeing huge actors, far bigger then
dock Saints"?
I ever was, so it was a gift to me to
be a part of it when they're enter
Troy Duffy: It's basically bom out taining ideas like Patrick Swayze
of poverty and being the victim of and Marky Mark.
crime. I came home once, I found
a guy robbing my apartment. My V: What do you think it is that at
sh** got vandalized. My brother's tracts people to "The Boondock
truck got vandalized. There was Saints?"
this girl that OD'd in this heroin
guy's apartment. Some really nasty TD: Don't know and don't want
stuff happened there.
to know. Something about "Boon
dock." There's some weird magic
Elderly Woman in coffee shop: to it. I don't know how the hell we
I'm just going to sit right here. I did it but we did and I'm just glad
won't pay any attention.
it's there. Every fan you talk to,
they have a different set of reasons
TD: It's probably going to be qui why they like it. I think it's just
eter for you over there.
somehow within the whole pack
age; it hits people on one level
EW: It is, but I like this table.
deeper than most flicks. I'm just
glad it happened.
TD: Okay...but that's what it was
bom out of man, you know. Just V: What is the reasoning behind
basic poverty frustration lack of... the choice of the name "Romeo"
for your new character?
Sean Patrick Flannery: He came
home to his brother blowing an TD: This guy is just a charmer.
other guy... just crushed him.
He figures out who they are [the
brothers] through a turn of events
TD: Yeah, it was awesome. So and he wants in. They make him
"Boondock" became just a way to earn his keep and then they find
play out that fantasy of what you'd out he has some nuts on him and
like to do.
he's in the crew, third saint. A lot
of the humor of the film kind of
V: Where are you guys from?
falls on his shoulders. I wanted
kind of that roguish character.
TD: I'm from New England. Born "Boondock" has a lot of things
in Hartford.
about it, yeah there is humor in it,
there are also big action sequenc
SPF: I was born in Lake Charles, es; guns, high body counts. There
Louisiana, but I grew up in Texas.
are scenes that aren't funny at all.
So Romeo had to have that humor
V: I read your bio about how you side of it down. He also had to be a
got into acting. Chasing tail, yeah? devastating killer, which he is.
SPF: Dude that's a true story. I
know it sounds like made up crap
but this was the most beautiful
thing I had ever seen in my life.
She was walking into this build
ing every Monday, so I dropped
my English class and signed up
for whatever the f*** they were
teaching in that building and it was
theater. That was it. That's how I
got into it really.

V: Did you know you were going
to make a sequel when you ended
the last film?
TD: Yeah, left it kind of open that
way. But creatively those ideas
were coming to me the day I wrote
the end on the first script. It was
more of will we get the opportu
nity to do one. Then the fan base
showed up and sure as hell here
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we are.
V: How is it getting into character
for the killer that you are? Is there
any procedure you go through?
SPF: There are different types of
actors out there but my research is
confined to the title page and fade
out and everything between it.
That's it. I don't go live in Ireland
and kill people to really "under
stand" the true meaning of taking
lives. No crap like that. Realisti
cally at the end of the day it's an
easy job. I'm gracious for having
the job. I think people try to justify
it by explaining how they went to
this deep dark place for months in
preparation. It's like, man if you
have to do that to deliver, f***ing
save it. Try acting. We all did it
growing up playing cops and rob
bers as kids. Nobody had to thesp
for three days prior to fake dying.
V: Did you guys all get along well
on set?

think. They don't justify killing.
They just simply do what they do
and don't give a s*** about what
anyone thinks about it because
they have their own personal views
on it. Ultimately "Boondock"
is just a fun freaking movie. It's
fun, it's funny; there's action and
everything we like about going to
the movies. People lose track of
that trying to apply it to real life.
They're like, "You're saying that
you are pro-vigilantism." No, I'm
not. If you want to go and explore
those issues on your own and
use "Boondock" as a template to
do it then feel free. But it's just
a movie. I think that if you want
role models in your life, go to your
teachers, parents and friends that
know what they're doing, don't go
watch a movie.
SPF: Or porn stars.
TD: Yeah, awesome role models.
Don't go watch a movie and try to
gain moral fiber from it. That's not
where it belongs.

SPF: F*** him.
TD: He's a douche.
SPF: Ha-ha, no it's not like making
a regular movie. It's literally like
if you and your buddies went out
and shot a movie and said, "Do
this and do that!" It's just dudes
having a good time.
TD: We're kids in a frickin sand
box man. Nobody is offended
when someone tries to throw spice
in the pot. Everyone responds and
listens, "maybe we can do this,
maybe that." It's not some kind of
closed off environment; everyone
is loving what they are doing.
Let's be honest, we all did it once
before so on the second one it was
even more of that.
SPF: We knew we dug it. It's like a
blue-collar film. It's like unpreten
tious dudes going out and making
a movie. Normally there is certain
protocol that a director employs.
You have to approach an actor a
certain way and all that bulls***.
It's all discarded here.
V: How do the Boondock Saints
justify killing?
TD: They don't justify it at all, at
least not to the audience. These are
two guys that don't jump up on a
soapbox and say "believe in me,
follow me, recruit people." They
do their own thing for their own
reasons. They don't ask permis
sion and they don't care what you

V: I see the saints as fighting for
the church. What's with that?
TD: There are definite religious
overtones, man, but I could have
just made two good-looking guys
cap the bad guy and go have a
drink but frankly there's a lot of
films that do that. The device of
religion has been used since film
started. It's a way to make it that
one level deeper for the characters;
they don't take this in a nonchalant
way. What they do is important to
them and they believe in it. There
is something about watching a
guy who believes something even
though what they do sometimes
may be controversial. It was just
a way to make it more serious for
the characters and the story.
V: So they are their own religion
in a sense?
TD: Exactly.
V: How does the sequel differ
from the first?
TD: The basic plot is Ireland eight
years later. They have been hiding
out in Ireland way back in the val
leys with their father, living kind
of a pioneer existence. A priest is
murdered in Boston and the body
is rigged to make it look like the
saints did it with the pennies in
their hands. The brothers hear this
and they are on their way looking
for anyone who had anything to do
with it.
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The legend of Hepburn's iconic style will never tarnish
ELLIE FAULKNER
STAFF WRITFR

"The imprint of Miss Hepburn is abso
lutely, totally present. Like it or not, she
will be the most important look of the 20
century," said Manolo Blahnik of Audrey
Hepburn's influence on fashion. Her allure
is as captivating today as it was at the height
of her career.
She is a style icon. A style icon is some
one who not only influences fashion in
their own era, but continues to be relevant
in the decades after. Hepburn embodied a
timeless elegance that continues to be imi
tated today. Cristobal Balenciaga once said,
"The secret of elegance is elimination." He
meant that simplicity is at the heart of chicness, and Hepburn also understood this very
well. She also had a personal style that was
markedly different from other movie stars
of the day. Hepburn was elegant and fa
vored ballet flats and chic black turtlenecks
instead of the overtly sexualized glamour of
other leading women at the time.
Over the course of her career, Hepburn
had many iconic looks. "Breakfast at Tiffa
ny's" is often considered her trademark film,
and it was in this film that she immortalized
the little black dress. The opening scene for
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" is probably one of
the most important fashion moments in film
history. That black Givenchy dress, her big
sunglasses, pearls and Danish in hand as

she gazes at the Tiffany window display is
one of the most recognizable film stills.
This was such an endearing moment
because even though her character is impos
sibly stylish, she is drinking coffee from a
paper cup and eating a Danish. This makes
her much more relatable to audiences. Of
course, her charm, grace and wit also en
deared her to film audiences worldwide. The
little black dress became a fashion symbol
and it is still relevant today because it is
universally flattering and never goes out of
style.
Hepburn demonstrated that elegant dress
ing is rooted in the basics. The trenchcoat
that she wears at the end of "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" is also something worthy of imi
tation. Even though Hepburn was drenched
in rain at the end of the film, that coat still
looked sharp for the conclusion when her
and George Peppard finally find their hap
pily ever after.
A well-tailored, simple trenchcoat is a
worthwhile investment because it makes
any outfit look pulled together. And like the
little black dress, it is a timeless wardrobe
essential. Another basic that Hepburn was
often photographed in was a classic white
button up men's shirt, tailored for her of
course. A crisp white shirt looks great with
just about anything. She looked particularly
charming in a short-sleeved version in her
premier starring role in "Roman Holiday"
opposite Gregory Peck.

Incorporating some of Audrey's elegance
into your own wardrobe is easy. Invest in
good quality basics like a little black dress,
a coat or a crisp white shirt. Be discerning
because these are pieces you can wear for
a long time; take your time until you find
something that fits just right.

Getting dressed will be much easier once
you have basics that match with everything
and fit you well, which is something every
busy college student can appreciate. Hep
burn's elegance is rooted in its charming
simplicity and this is part of what helps it
continue to stay relevant decades later.
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The rave culture and recreational drugs revisited
A student's response to last week's article
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

The frequencies that music emits seem to
correlate with the frequencies at which we
live our lives. Similar people are gravitated
to similar sounds, thereby allowing for dis
tinct cultures to form around various genres
of music. In the article "Rave Culture and
Recreational Drugs" featured in last week's
edition of The Vista, Brent Turtle dehuman
izes individuals who immerse themselves in
the rave culture. He wastes little time creat
ing for himself a straw man by critiquing a
stereotypical raver.
Throughout the article he proceeds to
beat up his straw-man-raver beyond rec
ognition. By the end, the straw man is
reduced to a fly, devoid of a brain, without
any purpose in life, buzzing around a trash
can. While the article's basis of argument
is a legitimate topic of concern, the manner
in which his argument was conveyed was
altogether poor and offensive. Ironically,
the electronic culture is one that promotes
peace, love, unity and respect (P.L.U.R.) as
he was so kind to mention briefly.
It is understandable that Mr. Turtle
should be disgusted by the drug usage
at such a venue. I was present at HARD
Haunted Mansion, and can attest to the
fact that there was an astounding amount
of drug usage within the proximity of The
Shrine. The excess use of drugs at raves has
escalated in recent years, producing more
and more "E-ed out" kids. But to equate all
of those present with the more avid drug
users and outright criticize this group of
people using harsh, demeaning and slander
ous words does not, in effect, do anything to
support his claims, nor does it promote any
reasonable or intellectual way to expose
the matter at hand. His verbal attack on
ravers overshadowed what could have been
a more meaningful message that there is an
apparent need to curb volatile drug usage in
our society.
I agree with this hidden element of his
article. As students at a university we
ought to value education above all else as
it supposedly will enable us to become fully
functioning members of society. Each and
every student at this school has an intellec
tual capacity that enabled them to become a
student here, and hopefully they are improv

ing upon this capacity. It is terribly tragic
when promising students become reliant
upon drugs that jeopardize the mechanisms
of their brain. Such a tremendous amount
of resources is poured into us. When you
stop to consider how many things we each
consume on a daily basis it is a little dis
concerting when compared to the rest of the
world.
College students are also notoriously
known for leading a rather destructive life
style in terms of the substances that they
consume. Why should ravers be singled out
amidst all of the other destructive behavior
and substance dependency in college? In
any musical genre, negative aspects can be
raised concerning those whom the music
appeals to and their behavioral patterns. At
least the substances of choice at rave scenes
conjure up peaceful emotions.
The same can't always be said of the
abuse of alcohol at sporting events, Stage
coach or even bars and house parties. All
the stereotypes aside, the root of the prob
lem seems to reside in our instinctual desire
to overindulge in substances that make us
numb to our own existence. With 60 per
cent of the American population suffering
from obesity, it's clear that we have a prob
lem with overindulgence in everything.
The truth of the matter is that many of
us are fortunate enough to be able to ask
ourselves, "What should I do with my
life?" The greater half of the world popula
tion does not have the financial freedom to
ask themselves that question. Rave scenes
can be a euphoric environment to inhabit
temporarily, but to overindulge in them is
clearly selfish. As human beings we each
have potential to become someone truly
great. By allowing drugs to hinder our abil
ity to realize that potential, we are not only
harming ourselves, but those around us that
might have benefitted from the person we
might have become.
Eventually all of our bodies will become
an appealing commodity for Turtle's flies.
We each are given the option to live our
lives as we see fit before then. Maybe the
belief that we can make the world a better
place is a delusion, but it is one that I intend
to maintain in my frame of thought. This is
why I can fully empathize with the raver.
I have immersed myself in this culture
and although I don't intend to remain im

mersed in it, I endeavor to hold onto the my life in other ways. The thought that Mr.
emotions that were felt in that time and Turtle allowed this experience to slip past
space so that I might be able to continue to him like one of his metaphorical leeches
spread the P.L.U.R. to those around me in fills
me with sorrow.
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Just don't
do it
Don't go to the USD men's
basketball home opener tomor
row. The team doesn't need
your support. They prefer to
play when no one is in the stands
rallying them on and maintain
ing a high engery level. I know
for a fact that the coaching staff
and players hate it when fans
show up to their games.
But really make a con
scious effort not to show up be
cause they are playing a Pac-10
team and we all know that the
Pac-10 is the worst basketball
conference in the nation. Who
is Stanford anyway? I doubt
they have prestigious basketball
alumni or half the fan support
USD has anyways.
Did I mention the games
are usually lackluster and un
eventful? It is always much
more satisfying cuddling up
with a tub of ice cream and
watching "Sex and the City" re
runs on a Friday night instead
of watching college basketball.
Let's face it, college basketball
lacks drama, emotion and flare.
It must also be noted that
the Jenny Craig Pavilion is
probably the most atrocious
and least aesthetically pleasing
stadiums on the west coast. It
is probably best to stay away
from the JCP because rumor
has it the old and deteriorating
building is contaminated with
asbestos.
The real reason Sammy
Sosa now looks like a zombie
was due to his recent visit to the
JCP. The chemicals really got
to poor Sammy.
Make an effort to avoid the
game at all costs to ensure the
Toreros always have a weaker
fan, base than the San Diego
State Aztecs.
There is nothing more sat
isfying than telling people you
go to USD and they say "Oh, the
Aztecs, I love Tony Gwynn."
It is one of the most glorious
moments of my Thanksgiving
break when I have to correct
family friends about my school
and our mascot.
It is so refreshing to know
our fans here have done such a
great job of putting the school
on the map.
Do I have to remind you
how horrible it was to rush
the court during a nationally
televised game when USD beat
Gonzaga to take the WCC
crown two years ago? I would
be surprised if people still
remembered that game since
it had far less significance
than the party you looked for
that night for three hours but
couldn't find.
To remind you one more
time, when 7 p.m. rolls around
tomorrow, please make an
effort to stay away from the
JCP in order to ensure there
is not a sellout crowd for the
USD-Stanford game. Make Bill
Grier proud; don't show up.

There are three reasons col
lege sports are undeniably better
than pro sports.
FIRST, the players play
harder. College athletes are not paid
(obligatory Reggie Bush/Chris
Webber jokes notwithstanding),
so obviously there are no contract
disputes and no holdouts. Never
will you see a college athlete pull
a "Brandon Marshall" on the prac
tice field. But more than this, play
ers have every incentive to play as
hard as they can all the time. After
all, the rewards that come with
athletic success - whether it be
pride, glory or the chance to play
professionally - only come after
the fact, only come if the success
is reached. The tangible objective
for college athletes, then, can only
be on-field success.
In contrast, professional ath
letes sign contracts a priori, based
primarily on what a team expects
from them. Absurdly huge signing
bonuses in the NFL and MLB and
guaranteed contracts in the NBA
ensure the stream of green regard
less of performance. Thus, money
becomes the tangible objective,
the carrot on the string. And in
many cases it is an objective that
does not necessarily require one to
go all out all the time.
A social scientist named Leon
Festinger did a famous experi
ment at Yale in 1962 that partially
explains how incentives affect
performance. Festinger gathered
a group of students, assessed
their attitudes toward police, and
then asked them to write an essay
supporting the police. Remember,
these were college students in the
1960's. Altercations between New
Flaven police and Yale students
were far from uncommon. Most,
if not all, of Festinger's subjects
probably felt at least some disdain
towards the local law enforcement.
Festinger offered the students
money to write the essay. Some
got $0.50, some got $1, some got
$5 and some got $10. Afterwards
Festinger once again assessed
the students' attitude toward the
police. He found that as the incen
tive increased from $0.50 to $10
the change in attitude decreased.
Those paid $0.50 were more likely
to agree with what they wrote than
those paid $ 10.
This makes sense. The stu
dents who were paid less had to
better justify to themselves - after
all $0.50 is not motive enough
to write something contrary to
one's beliefs. Thus they convinced
themselves that they believed in
what they were writing. Those
paid more were given a substantial
enough amount to justify writing
the essay. Thus, they did not have
to believe what they were writing
because no more justification was
needed. Festinger cited the experi
ment as an example of the theory
of cognitive dissonance, which
basically states that we do our best
to ensure that our actions match
our beliefs and vice versa. If we
have a belief that does not match
our action, we try to change either
the belief or the action.
In professional sports, the
money athletes are paid is often
more than enough to justify why
they play, just like the students
who were paid $10. Hence, an
alternate incentive, such as pas
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With basketball starting this fall at USD, the superority of collegiate athletics will be showcased right
here on campus.

sion or competitiveness, is not
necessary (that is not to say it is
unavoidably absent. Surely many
players do play as hard as they did
in college). In college, however,
this monetaryjustification is absent
and in its place must stand an alter
nate justification. Otherwise why
else would young men subject
themselves to the daily grind of
college athletics? Passion for the
game, potential for a professional
career and innate competitiveness
or a thirst for campus fame can
each serve as ample justification.
Of course these incentives all re
quire optimal effort. These distinct
attitudes of professional and colle
giate athletes, often subconscious,
present themselves on game day.

Second,

college

sports are better than the pros
because of the consistency. Parity
is one of the most overrated con
cepts in sports. Parity waters down
the upset. Parity makes us expect
the unexpected. Parity makes us
jaded.
Parity seems to be cherished
in the beginning because it brings
with it a host of upsets. We love
upsets. We love being surprised.
It's why we wateh sports. But
once we come to expect upsets the
value is lost. Absolute unpredict
ability becomes predictable. It's
the few and far between surprises
that truly shock us. In today's in
ternet-based society we want our
gratification to come immediately
and we want to binge on it. Thanks
to modern technology we have
become accustomed to having our
pleasures at our fingertips, where
we can enjoy something until we
get sick of it and then move on to
the next one.
Like that new Wale song? You
can listen to it right now as many
times as you want on YouTube!
Think Lacey Chabert is attractive?
You can Google image her and
look at every single picture of her
ever taken. This attitude of binge
and purge seeps into other areas
of society as well. "Survivor" and
the "Real World" were successful?
Well now there are a billion reality
shows on every channel. T-Pain
was a hit? Now every hip-hop
song has to use auto tune.
Sports, so often a microcosm
of society, has not been immune

from the virus of viral. Enjoy the
Dolphins beating the Patriots?
Well, the Cardinals will beat the
Cowboys too! We love parity be
cause we love upsets, we love the
unexpected and parity brings lots
of upsets, lots of unexpected.
It is natural for pro sports
to have lots of parity. In the pros
the worst teams get to acquire the
best in coming rookies, while in
college the best teams are most
likely to acquire the best incoming
freshmen. Pro sports has upward
mobility like Sweden. College
sports has upward mobility like
16th century India.
Without a doubt the NFL is
the poster boy for parity in sports,
as most other sports still maintain
a relatively higher degree of con
sistency. Yet such consistency still
pales in comparison to that of col
lege sports, a world where jugger
nauts and powerhouses roam and
thrive. As the parity decreases, we
are lulled into a daze of expected.
Week after week the favorites win,
crushing opponents who never
really had a chance from the start.
But then USC loses to Stanford
or Cleveland State beats Wake
Forest and we are stunned. Really
stunned. We are stunned because
we could not even fathom the pos
sibility of such an outcome. We
think we know what will happen
in college sports.
Thus, the potential energy
builds for unexpected events, un
leashing a ferocious force when
the implausible manifests. There
are very few perceived locks in
pro sports because pro sports are
egalitarian in nature. With rela
tively few teams in a league, the
pool of talent is large enough to
keep virtually every organization
competitive. The difference be
tween Duke basketball and Miami
(OH) basketball is far greater than
the difference between the Lakers
and the Grizzlies.

T

hird, college sports
are better than pro sports because
of the atmosphere. I mean, col
lege kids overtly seek reasons to
get drunk and go crazy. We may
very well be the most easily excit
able subculture in society. College
students have lost their voices
over a game of beer pong. College
students have exchanged high

fives before a new "Entourage"
episode. College students have
bashed in windshields, slammed
glass bottles on the ground and
jumped over garbage cans because
they were so juiced for a party.
Now throw thousands of these
people into a place where they are
constantly asked to "Get loud!"
and you have the student section.
Sporting events are the perfect
environment for college students.
We love having something to cheer
for and something to cheer against
and we love sharing our experi
ence with peers. It's even an ideal
outlet for your belligerently drunk
friend, since a safe target - (Gon
zaga, Dayton, SDSU) is available
for relentless verbal harassment.
The demographic best suited to
be sports fans is college students,
plain and simple.
College sports crowds make
pro sports crowds seem as tame
as the theater audience of "Schindler's List." Pro sports audiences
are made up of adults with real
world jobs and real world inhibi
tions. Because of high ticket prices,
many passionate fans get priced
out, replaced by socialite pseudofans more concerned with check
ing BlackBerry messages than box
scores. True, there are great fans in
pro sports, they simply take up a
minority of the seats. The passion
in college sports, however, nearly
fills the stands. It is genuine and
palpable.
On top of the passion there is
a deep intimacy between the team
and the students. In college sports,
fans and players are hallmates,
classmates and friends. The team
represents the school at which you
learn, eat, socialize and the school
you chose to attend. As a result,
outcomes are taken more person
ally. Losses bring more pain, wins
bring more joy. A college campus
ideally incubates a community of
fanatical supporters.
That brings us to the Fandom
Manifesto. As much as I love
USD - the school at which I leam,
eat, socialize and live - there is no
doubt our college sports experi
ence is sorely lacking in this third
section, sorely lacking in atmo
sphere. To christen the beginning
of the college basketball season,
the Fandom Manifesto will be un
leashed. Get your popcorn ready.
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Coach Grier calls on students to be sixth man
TYLER WILSON
STAFF WRITFR

Head basketball coach Bill
Grier was recently interviewed for
last week's issue of The Vista and
was asked a number of questions
regarding the upcoming season.
At the end of the interview, he was
asked to make any other comments
he felt appropriate for the season
ahead. He could have commented
about anything but chose to call out
the USD students for their lack of
attendance at basketball games.
"Somehow we need the stu
dents to understand how important
their role is in the success of our
basketball program. When the JCP
is packed and rocking it is a huge
advantage for us and it helps raise
our level of play. The Nevada game
last year was a great example of
how the students had a huge impact
on the outcome of the game. We
need to establish a tradition of
having a home court advantage,"
Coach Grier said about student at-

Volleyball has its
bumps and spikes
MIKE FERRARO
•STAFF WRITFRS

Last week turned out slightly
bittersweet for the USD women's
volleyball team. In their first
match of the week the Toreros
were victorious over the Santa
Clara Broncos. Taking the match
after all five sets, the team im
proved their record to 16-5 overall
and 8-2 in West Coast Conference
competition.
Some important contribu
tors to the game included senior
middle hitter Torey Ellick. She
recorded 13 kills and hit for a
.432 clip. Senior libero Kayleen
Webster added a personal match
high of 14 digs, while junior setter
Kelsi Myers recorded 59 assists
leading the offense to a .312 attack
percentage.
One of the major highlights
of the game was the outstanding
play of junior right side Ali Troost.
Troost set a personal career high
record of 34 kills on 50 swings
recording a .540 attack percentage
while leading both teams in offen
sive onslaught.
Troost's heroics really showed
in the second set of the match
against the Broncos. The Toreros
got off to a good start with a quick
7-2 lead. Troost had a monstrous
kill off a set from freshman outside
hitter Carrie Baird. This sparked a
giant run. Myers added a big kill
off a set from Ellick which helped
the Toreros hang on to a five point
lead winning the set 25-18. The
Toreros then would play the rest
of the remaining three sets, ulti
mately leading them to victory.
Although the Toreros may
have breezed by the Broncos on
the road, things were not so breezy
when arriving in San Francisco.
The 22nd nationally ranked Tore
ros were upset by the University
of San Francisco Dons 3-0 in a
valiant effort, but upsetting out
come.
The Toreros are getting fired
up for their next WCC showdown
on the road at Saint Mary's. SMC
is currently ranked first and a win
over the Gaels would help the
chances of hosting the first round
of playoffs for USD's women's
volleyball.

tendance at basketball games.
Students need to understand
that home court advantage is ex
tremely beneficial in college sports.
If students attend the basketball
games and establish a hostile at
mosphere, it will affect the team's
play and will help them win. If the
team is winning, more students
will come to the games and play
ing at home will become a true
advantage.
"When the student section
is packed and rocking it gets the
season ticket holders excited. This
helps to improve the game at
mosphere. All of this has such
an impact on recruiting. Recruits
want to play in an exciting atmo
sphere. When they come to a game
in person or see it on TV and it's
packed our chances to land the re
cruit increase tremendously," said
Coach Grier said.
According to Coach Grier,
student attendance at basketball
games affects the entire state of the
basketball program. And he means

attendance at every game. Not
just the first game of the year and
the Gonzaga game. If students
were to come to every game,
USD might land that star recruit
because of the atmosphere at the
JCR They might just become
a perennial competitor for the
WCC title and they might just
become one of those pesky
teams from a mid-major confer
ence that always manages to
upset a powerhouse program in
the NCAA tournament.
All these "mights" could
happen if students show a little
more support for the basketball
program. Forget about parties
and the beach; those will always
be there. But the chance to cheer
on a Division I basketball pro
gram as a student only has a four
year window. Go to every game,
even the ones against perennially
lowly teams like Pepperdine, and
see the USD basketball program
go from a "onehit wonder" to the
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
next Gonzaga.
De'Jon Jackson attacks the rim.

Torero Diaries: Sports and beyond
Brandon is back: My return to the game I love
BRANDON JOHNSON

STAFF WRITER
The feeling I got when my
name was called in our starting
lineup was one that cannot be
put into words. When it was
announced that I was back, I
can honestly say that I almost
began to cry.
The road to recovering
to play with my team again
was one that was long, tedious
and filled with many setbacks.
The struggle that I have been
through since last December
was one that was well worth
the pain.
Prior to the game I was in
credibly nervous. The thought
of potentially hurting myself
again was one that was never
far from my mind as 1 warmed
up and got ready to embark

upon a new journey with new
teammates. But that nervousness
soon faded when I saw how many
people came out to support me and
our team. Just the thought that so
many people have kept faith in
my ability to recover and play to
the best of my ability was one that
helped boost my confidence.
As the game progressed, I
felt myself slipping into my old
routine. It was almost like riding
a bike with a new set of tires. You
are cautious of any bumps in the
road out of fear of damaging your
tires but it does not stop you from
peddling as fast as you can in
order to feel the wind flow across
your body and make it feel as if
you're flying and you alone have
that sensation at that moment.
My body knew what it was
supposed to do on the court and
it did not let me down. As each

minute of the game passed I grew
more confident. My shot came
back to me with more ease as my
confidence grew.
As a team I believe that we
played well. We got a chance to
test out the players abilities and
we came together pretty well con
sidering that we won. Personally, I
believe that I played enough min
utes in order to prepare myself for
what is to come this season, and I
now know that I am ready to take
on whatever is brought my way
this season.
I know that I'll have more
special moments to look forward
to this year, but to hear my name
called for the first time in a lineup
since last December will now
become one of my most cher
ished moments; it was like being
a freshman all over again and
starting for the first time.

Dugout warfare: mind over matter
going crazy in a zoo cage and you
can figure out how our team looks
ETAFF WRITFR
on a daily basis. We have adapted
The Torero baseball team is to this environment because we do
always practicing the three C's: this for five months to each other
courage, competitiveness and and we become somewhat immune
class. But when it comes to the to the heckling.
This is great for our young
West Coast Conference every
thing becomes fair game. The players because no one can get in
dugout atmosphere becomes their heads and when fresh meat
almost like the 10th man on the comes into our environment they
field because we have to make are in for a rude awakening. It's so
up for our lack of attendance in awesome during an opening game
against Pepperdine when you have
the stands.
When the pitchers are not a highly touted freshman pitching
doing their thing in the bullpen for the first time against USD and
and when position players are you rattle his box so badly that he
not in the field, their job then can't throw something as simple
entails being the best dugout as strikes. We take pride in our
guy you can be. This entails skills as annoying, distracting ball
getting as crazy, funky and as players.
The leaders of this nastiness
deliberately annoying as you
can towards the other team to in the dugout are definitely the
distract them. Coach Hill refers pitchers because they are always
to this as psychological warfare weird and looking for new things
because baseball then becomes to do.
Some of our tactics are yell
a more mental game and dis
tracts your opponents from their ing and chirping about as much
nonsense as you can while the
physical contributions.
Imagine 20 to 25 monkeys pitcher is on the rubber, then when

JAMES MEADOR

he starts his windup you become
dead silent, throwing him off his
pitching rhythm. We have the hat
totem pole where we stack every
hat on one player to become visu
ally distracting. We have a two's
game, which is if the count in the
at-bat is two balls, two strikes
and two outs we all do something
that reminds us of the hitter. For
example, we have a player that
looks like an possum on our team
so everyone acts as if they are
throwing up on themselves as an
possum would do when they are
scared or in trouble. Although
these are all fun games, my favor
ite would definitely be the Cali
rally, a rally that reminds us we
are in Southern California. Every
player blurts out as many things
as they can that signify Southern
California. For example; bleach
blonde babes, huge sunglasses,
sandals in the winter, California
burritos and it goes on and on.
Needless to say, the USD
Toreros have a great time play
ing their games in and out of the
dugout.
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MORGAN PAYNE
SPURTS CO-FDITOR

MNF crew
sizzles
Nobody watches a game to
listen to the announcers, yet I
have always heard people gripe
about their poor performances.
Whether it be Dennis Miller's
overzealous use of his minimal
comedic talents, Chip Caray's
inability to accurately call even
the simplest of plays or Tony
Kornheiser and his offbeat com
mentary, people have always
complained.
For the amount of time I sit
in front of the television watch
ing sports (and yes, it is most
certainly an unhealthy amount),
I barely notice even the most
visible announcers and could
not recount the vast majority of
their names. To me announcers
have always been like referees;
you only notice them when they
mess up.
During this past Monday
Night Football game featuring
the Pittsburgh Steelers and the
Denver Broncos I decided to
actively listen to the announc
ers for the first time. This was
something I had never done
before and 1 had no idea what
to expect. My anticipation was
high as Eddie Royal took the
opening kickoff and the game
began. What I noticed was a
professional, fluid
production
worthy of praise and admira
tion.
Mike Tirico, Ron Jaworski
and newcomer John Gruden
played off each other beautifully
throughout the entire broadcast.
You wouldn't know it is their
first year in the booth together
with the way they interacted with
one another. Jaws provided the
hard-hitting, in-depth analysis
football fanatics crave. Gruden
interjected with witty insight
only a coach could deliver and
Tirico masterfully melded it all
together with accurate, concise
play calling. It was evident all
three announcers genuinely
liked one another and it showed
during the production.
Even as I was dying a little
inside while the minutes melted
off the clock during a second
straight Broncos loss I couldn't
help but laugh at Gruden's
shameless promotion of his
beloved New York Yankees. He
somehow compared theSteelers'
ability to close out games to the
great Yankees reliever Mariano
Rivera. It was a bright spot in
an otherwise brutally frustrating
second half of football if you
are a Broncos fan. With Jaws
laughing all the while, Gruden
and the gang provided some
much needed comedic relief.
The trio's ability to seam
lessly amalgamate precise play
calling, relevant statistics and
clever anecdotes was analogous
to watching Michelangelo paint
the Sistine Chapel or listen to
Shakespeare's iconic Romeo
and Juliet at the Globe Theatre.
Okay, I'm being a bit facetious
but it was still entertaining to
begin to appreciate a great crew
at work.
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The Sports Guy visits San Diego
CHRIS HANNEKE
STAFF WRITFR
Bill Simmons is an immensely popular
sports columnist known to his loyal fans
as "The Sports Guy." Unlike most other
columnists, Simmons writes from the per
spective of the average fan in the living
room rather than the,columnist in the locker
room. Recently, Simmons spent an incred
ible amount of time on his new book, "The
Book of Basketball", which comes in at a
whopping 700 pages. On a recent visit to the
PTI set at ESPN, Simmons stated the goal
of the book was to originally "blow up" the
current NBA Hall of Fame and rearrange it
in a "pyramid" style. This stems from Sim
mons' complaint that the current Hall of
Fame does not distinguish the greatest from
simply the great. In restructuring the Hall
of Fame, The Sports Guy also tackles just
about any other question about the NBA.
This past Friday, Simmons came to San
Diego to promote this new book. More than
350 of his most loyal fans turned out for
the signing, and he demonstrated just how
broad his knowledge of the sports world
truly is. Many of the fans at the signing
mentioned the Chargers as they made their
way through the line, and he was the first to
respond to any and all comments.
In honor of one of his more popular
column ideas, I will keep a Bill Simmons
"Running Diary" of the signing.
6:32 I finally arrive at Borders after
spending the previous 10 minutes strug
gling to find parking. The store is already
crowded with fans.
6:50 After looking through a book
about medical schools with my friend who
decided to tag along, we notice Bill arrives
and starts signing early to make sure he gets
through everyone in line. I go to the back
of the line and cannot see anything that is
happening.
7:17 After a bit of a wait, I am next in
line to meet Bill. As I hand him my book to
be signed, some obnoxious fan decides to
start talking about the ESPN series "30 for
30", which Bill helps produce. He is too dis
tracted and all I get is a simple 'thank you'
as he obligingly responds to said fan.
7:20 I realize I have very little to work
with in terms of a story, but my friend is
being "that guy," the one who acts like he
would rather be a thousand other places
than here. I feel guilty for keeping him at
this nerd-fest with me, so I decide I will go
back and drop him off.
7:45 After dropping him off, I return
to Borders to simply observe what types of
interactions Bill is having among his fans,
and there are still plenty of people in line.
Of course, I realize that me standing alone
and staring now makes me look like I'm
plotting an attack, but I decide it is my duty
to get a story.
7:50 I finally witness some discussionworthy encounters. Fans notice a Raiders
helmet on the table, which he was given as a
gift from one of the fans. The helmet is jok
ingly signed by JaMarcus Russell, whose
dismal throwing arm has been the brunt of
many jokes in Bill's recent columns. This
helmet leads to plenty of Raiders jokes,
which makes any event much more enter
taining.
8:30 I now have seen enough to be
thoroughly impressed by how much he
knows and cares about sports. Many fans

THE NBA ACCORDING TO
THE SPORTS GUY
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like to poke fun at his Boston Red Sox
and gloat about the Yankees recent World
Series Championship. Others like to talk
about Philip Rivers, as Bill defends him and
says he likes his chances against the beat up
Giants secondary in the upcoming game.
Most fans, however, simply thank him for
the constant entertainment he has provided
over the years with his columns and, more
recently, his tweets (@sportsguy33). The
most impressive aspect is that he never fails
to say thank you and he sounds genuine
every time.
8:40 The last of the fans have come
through the line, and he finishes signing
after one more quick discussion on the Yan
kees. I see he has noticed me throughout
the signing, so I decide to explain myself
so that he is not scared to walk to his car. I
explain that I attend USD, and he instantly
recognizes it. He shakes my hand and tells
me how lucky I am to attend such a beau
tiful campus. After bidding farewell to the
Borders employee, Rob, who kept me enter
tained with his talks on many of the books
in the store while I waited, I leave the store
happy that I have my story.
This was not the first time Bill had
praised USD. In a recent podcast, he was
discussing Josh Johnson in Tampa Bay
and mentioned that enough USD gradu
ates had e-mailed him to not sleep on the
young quarterback. He praised the beautiful
campus during the podcast as well, arguing
that Pepperdine gets all of the credit for pri
vate schools on the west coast, but USD is
underrated in its beauty. And that really is a
story in itself. A man who wrote a 700-page
testament to basketball, and just signed over
350 autographs, still finds time to appreci
ate the beauty of USD.
There is no denying that Bill is one of
the more entertaining writers out there. For
example, you would be hard pressed to find
another columnist who would compare the
career of Kobe Bryant to Michael J. Fox's
Teen Wolf. So, next time you find yourself
in a situation where you're staring at your
computer screen hoping for a distraction,
browse on over to ESPN.com and check
out one of his columns. You are certain to
be entertained, and you may actually learn
something in the process. Plus, you never
know when he may give USD another shout
out.

Upcoming Torero Games
Men's Basketball
Tomorrow
Nov. 16

vs.Stanford
@Pacific

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Saturday
Nov. 17

vs.UCSD
@SDSU
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5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

STUDENT SPECIAL

2 slices & beverage.
All day...every day
Dine in or take out
Must show your student ID
One special per student ID

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista

5175 Linda Vista Road

(619)272-0022
Online ordering at www .zpizza.com
We open daily at 11:00 a.m.
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Delivery available all day

RYAN SIDHOO & MORGAN PAYNE
Sports Co-Editors

HOT

NOT

Legarrette Blount

Lincecum's blunt

Mike Smith

DeAngelo Hall

Sasha Vujacic

Sasha Pavlovie

Larry Fitzgerald

Larry Johnson

Sosa circa 1998

Sosa's skin

Philip River's drive

Eli's dive

Zenyatta

Erik Estrada

Nelly the rapper

Nellie the coach

Jordan Shipley

Somalian pirate ships

BYU soccer

Elizabeth Lambert

DJ Mbenga

Jenga the game

Ochocinco's bribe

Roger Goodell's vibe

Creamsicle unis

Unibrows

Jared Allen

Allen Iverson

Kareem

Kareem Rush

Brain cells

Jail cells

Kobe's post game

Your post game

